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A bstract
In this thesis, we address three problems concerned w ith the tim e-optim al control 
of robot m anipulators; tra jectory  planning using dynamic program m ing, robust time- 
optim al pa th  tracking control and fast pick and place a t robot singularities.
We apply dynamic program ming to solve the optim al pa th  tim ing problem  in 
robotics. Our approach differs to previous dynamic program m ing approaches to  this 
problem  in th a t we solve numerically the continuous optim al-control problem  specified 
by the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman  partial differential equation of dynamic program m ing 
using finite difference Markov chain approxim ations. We evaluate the  applicability of 
such solutions using a real SCARA m anipulator, and we analyse issues relating to  the 
convergence of the dynamic programming approach.
We provide a system atic way of controlling an industrial robot to  achieve accurate 
and tim e-optim al tracking of specified paths, in spite of unm odelled dynamics. We de­
velop a theory which relates modelling errors, identified experim entally as disturbances 
in jo in t accelerations, to the performance of robots under com puted-torque control. 
This theory is used to predict the levels of torque th a t need to  be held on reserve 
during tra jec to ry  planning and the controller gains required to reject the disturbances 
to  a specified tolerance. Experim ents show th a t if these levels of torque are held in 
reserve and if the controllers are tuned  in th is way, then  the robot performs near time- 
optim al tracking of the pa th , accurate to the specified tracking tolerance. We extend 
th is m ethod to  a  less conservative closed-loop architecture for on-line tra jec to ry  gen­
eration. We propose a feedback law for setting the reference p a th  acceleration th a t is 
nearly tim e-optim al, robustly controllable, and accurate to  a  prescribed tolerance. Ex­
perim ents confirm th a t the tracking times are reduced com pared to  the first approach, 
while the tracking accuracy and robustness rem ain approxim ately the same.
Finally, we dem onstrate th a t singular configurations may be good sites w ith respect 
to  reducing cycle tim es for pick and place operations, and develop a m ethod which 
guarantees th a t the end-effector rem ains in the neighbourhood of the pick and place 
site long enough to  perform  the pick or place task.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The tim e-optim al control of robot m anipulators has been a m ajor area of research 
for m any years. This research is m otivated by economic factors, prim arily the  desire 
of industry  to maximise its profits through increased productivity  and reduced costs. 
A m ajor component of production costs is due to the cycle tim e of m anufacturing 
operations. The cost of each operation is proportional to  the tim e the robot spends 
doing it. Thus, because the added value rem ains the same, profits are increased by 
reducing cycle times.
There are generally two different types of m otion control problems: point-to-point 
and path-constrained. The first type requires only th a t the end-effector pass through 
some initial and final positions (and velocities) and includes applications such as pick 
and place operations. The second type of problem  requires th a t the  end-effector m otion 
be constrained to  a prescribed path . This category includes applications such as laser 
or high-pressure water je t cutting , welding, gluing and spraying. In addition, there are 
m any problems between these two extremes, such as point-to-point m otion control in 
an environm ent filled with obstacles.
A ro b o t’s tim ed motion is referred to  as its “tra jec to ry” . The trajectory which 
results in point-to-point m otion control is traditionally  unplanned. In m ost o ther cases, 
the ro b o t’s tra jec to ry  is planned.
1
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A variety of algorithms have been developed for planning and controlling the motion 
of robots. When the motion is constrained to a path, it has been usual to sub-divide the 
control problem into three separate levels; namely path planning, trajectory planning 
and trajectory tracking, Figure 1.1. The reason for dividing the problem in this way 
is that the collective problem is very complicated to solve because robot dynamics are 
usually highly nonlinear and coupled, and the control problem is of high dimension 
with multiple inputs and outputs.
Joint
Trajectory
Information
Joint
Position
Information Trajectory
Planner
Path
Planner
Trajectory
Tracker
Figure 1.1: The 3 Stages of Robot Motion Control
Path planning is concerned with the geometry of the desired task. The path planner 
would take into account kinematic constraints on the task, for example to ensure that 
obstacles are avoided, but might also consider dynamic constraints, for example to 
avoid configurations at which excessively high forces might be generated. The output 
of the path planner will be the joint position information, q, which may be represented 
either as a discrete set of points or via one or more continously parameterised functions. 
Many different path planning schemes have been proposed. However, this area is not 
the focus of our research and we would refer the reader interested in such schemes to, 
for example, [49] and references therein.
The trajectory planner associates time with the joint path information to yield a 
time history, or trajectory of the desired joint positions, velocities and perhaps acceler­
ations. In principle, the resulting timed joint information might be specified continu­
ously, but most methods provide this information discretely since the trajectory tracker
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operates in discrete time.
There have been two main approaches to minimum-time trajectory planning, re­
flecting the two main approaches to optimal control generally. The first is based on 
the Pontryagin Maximum Principle [52] (such methods are sometimes referred to as 
shooting methods in the path timing literature) and the second involves dynamic pro­
gramming. A more detailed discussion of these approaches is given in the descriptions 
of the problems that we consider which follows in § 1.2. A comprehensive survey sum­
marising many of the results in the trajectory planning area can be found in [59].
In principle, the path and/or trajectory planning might be performed on-line. How­
ever, for anything more than the simplest of tasks, the computational complexity in­
volved presently requires that this planning be done off-line.
The trajectory tracker is a part of the robot system. It consists of two parts; the 
trajectory generator and the tracking controller. The trajectory generator provides 
to the tracking controller the reference data calculated by the trajectory planner. The 
purpose of the tracking controller is to make the robot’s position and velocity match the 
reference position and velocity. Many different tracking controllers have been proposed, 
see for example [1] and references therein, although most often in practice a simple linear 
(PID) controller is used. Whilst the nonlinearities of the manipulator dynamics are not 
taken into account, such trackers can generally keep the manipulator reasonably close 
to the desired trajectory.
We note that in contrast to earlier approaches for point-to-point motion control, 
some more recent work has combined the path and trajectory planning problems of 
this divided approach in order to obtain time-optimal trajectories for point-to-point 
motion control [25, 26, 32, 39, 56, 57]. These schemes have developed efficient search 
techniques in order to overcome the complexities involved in this unified approach.
In this thesis, we have considered three problems concerned with the time-optimal
motion control of robots:
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• The application of dynamic programming to the problem of planning time-optimal 
trajectories for a robot manipulator whose motion is constrained to a path.
• The time-optimal control of robot manipulators along specified paths and to a 
specified tolerance in the presence of plant uncertainty.
• To investigate whether singular configurations would be good sites with respect to 
reducing the cycle times of pick and place operations.
These problems are now discussed in more detail.
1.2 T he Problem s
P rob lem  1: T rajectory P lan n in g  using D ynam ic Program m ing
To use dynamic programming to plan the time-optimal motions of robot manipulators 
constrained to specified paths.
Several approaches to the minimum-time trajectory planning problem noted that the 
path constraint allows a reduction in the dimension of the state of the problem. The 
reduction is from typically 12, the joint positions and their derivatives, to 2, the path 
displacement and velocity [8, 51, 58, 60, 66]. This made calculation of a theoretically 
time-optimal trajectory feasible. Prior to this, assumptions and simplifications had to 
be made in order to solve the problem for “near” time-optimal solutions, [36, 42, 43, 71].
Minimum-time solutions were first proposed (independently) by Bobrow et al. [8] 
and Shin and McKay [60] in 1985. Their methods were based on Pontryagin’s Maxi­
mum Principle which shows that the control achieving the minimum-time solution will 
be bang-bang in nature, i.e. will take either its maximum or minimum value at all times 
[52]. They are sometimes referred to as shooting methods because solution is achieved 
by “shooting” trajectories in the path position-path velocity phase-plane. Subsequent 
literature has appeared which is directed towards making the schemes more computa­
tionally efficient [66], and dealing with discontinuity points [66], critical points [51], and
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w ith singular points [54, 58].
Noting the dimension reduction, other authors recognised the potential for using the 
dynam ic program ming m ethod to solve the m inimum -time tra jec to ry  planning problem 
[51, 61, 64]. The real advantage in using dynamic program ming is not th a t it gives 
b e tte r  solutions, bu t rather th a t it readily allows solutions for criteria  other th an  pure 
m inim um -tim e. W hile Pontryagin’s M aximum Principle can also handle such criteria, 
solution of the resulting m ulti-dimension 2-point boundary value problem  is often less 
th an  trivial, see for example [55] where Shiller considers a  “tim e-energy” performance 
criteria. The approaches in [51, 61, 64] solve the reduced-dim ension problem  using 
Bellm an’s recursion equation [7]. This equation is discrete in the sta tes and in tim e, 
and involves the integration of the  system dynamics over a fixed tim e interval.
In our approach, we also consider the application of dynamic program m ing to  the 
problem  of the planning of the  tim e-optim al m otion of robot m anipulators along spec­
ified paths. However, we approach the problem  from a different aspect th an  other 
dynam ic program ming approaches to this problem. We consider the numerical solution 
of the continuous optim al-control problem, specified by the Ham ilton-Jacobi-Bellm an 
partial differential equation [41] using finite difference Markov chain type approxim a­
tions. O ur desire is to evaluate the applicability of the resulting solutions to  a  real 
m anipulator and to analyse issues relating to  the  convergence of the  approach.
P rob lem  2: R ob u st T im e-O ptim al P a th  Tracking C ontrol
To provide a systematic way of ensuring the accurate and time-optimal tracking of the 
specified path by a robot manipulator.
Solutions resulting from traditional approaches to  the tim e-optim al tra jec to ry  plan­
ning problem  are theoretically tim e-optim al bu t if applied to a real robot, the robot 
m ay fail to track them  because they may be too dem anding [8, 51, 54, 58, 60, 61, 64, 66]. 
The m ain reasons for this are th a t the design m ethods assume exact knowledge of the
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dynamics and that they take no account of the dynamics of the tracking controller 
which is used to reject the tracking errors.
Some more recent literature has attempted to deal with these issues. The first 
approach involves quantifying the model parameter uncertainties and then making al­
lowances for them when planning the trajectory. Shin and McKay [62] devised an al­
gorithm for planning trajectories that are robust to given payload uncertainties. They 
convert bounds on the payload uncertainty to bounds on the torque uncertainty and 
then plan time-optimal trajectories robust to the payload uncertainty by holding this 
amount of torque in reserve. Huang and Chen [34] also devise a scheme for dealing 
with payload uncertainty. This scheme has two parts. Off-line they calculate and tab­
ulate the switching times for the problem based on several payload masses. On-line, 
and based on the system response, the payload is then estimated and the appropriate 
switching times chosen. Given its adaptability, the scheme in [34] has the ability to be 
less conservative than that in [62].
Another approach which can cope with small parameter uncertainty was proposed 
by Tam [68]. This is based upon a perturbation scheme which is applied in feedback 
and which amends the switching times to allow authority to control.
More recently, there has been a push towards considering robust control techniques, 
including 'H00 approaches, for the robust control of manipulators, [4, 19, 44, 53, 70] for 
example. However, very little of this work has focussed on the time-optimal control 
problem, which is more difficult to solve because the actuators are operating at their 
limits. The only contribution to date has been a theoretical approach by Lyashevskiy 
and Chen [50] who use Bellman-Lyapunov theory to find a closed-form solution for the 
optimal control in a point-to-point minimum-time control problem. It is interesting 
that their approach uses a non-minimum-time performance index.
The second approach involves modifying the trajectories on-line in order to avoid the 
loss of control due to the model parameter uncertainties [2, 3, 22, 23, 24]. The approach 
by Dahl and Nielsen [22, 23, 24] implements a path velocity controller on-line to time-
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scale (slow down or speed up) the nominal pa th  trajectory. The nominal pa th  tra jecto ry  
is calculated using one of the shooting or dynamic program ming m ethods described 
above. The approach consists of two parts. The desired on-line p a th  acceleration is 
calculated as a  function of the nominal pa th  velocity and acceleration, and of the  on-line 
p a th  position and velocity. Bounds are then  calculated on the on-line pa th  acceleration. 
These are based on the on-line pa th  position and velocity, and on m easured data. 
Next, the  on-line trajectory  information is updated  by integrating the pa th  acceleration, 
sa tu ra ted  by the on-line bounds if necessary. The on-line bounds on the acceleration 
are designed so th a t the comm anded torques will not be clipped, so th a t the  end 
effector rem ains on the desired path . However, because the bounds are calculated 
from m easured data , there can be no guarantee th a t any valid bounds will exist, in 
which case the commanded torques will be clipped and a loss of tracking will occur. 
Further, the desired path  acceleration might be such th a t no ac tuato r is fully utilised. 
To overcome this, they introduce the idea of time-scaling of the nominal trajectory. 
This idea provides a tim e shifting of the nominal tra jecto ry  so th a t it is less or more 
dem anding as required. Together, these ideas seem to provide good results, although no 
consideration is m ade of the accuracy of tracking and the m ethod requires the  tuning 
of filter param eters in an apparently ad hoc fashion.
Dahl and Nielsen’s approach was later modified by Arai et al. [2, 3] to  resolve the 
tracking error into components tangential and orthogonal to  the direction of m otion, 
and to  place a higher priority on reducing the orthogonal component. Further, they im­
plem ented an observer to reduce the am ount of com putation of the nonlinear dynamics 
required by the m ethod.
W hilst all of th is research is concerned w ith the problem  of pa th  tracking, none 
considers how to ensure tracking to a  specified tolerance. W hile “good” tracking might 
be an acceptable criteria  for a paint spraying task , for example, it m ight not be sufficient 
for, say, a  cu tting  operation, which might require accuracy of tracking down to single 
m illimetres. This provides the m ain m otivation for our research; to  provide a system atic 
way of ensuring the accurate and tim e-optim al tracking of a  specified path .
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P rob lem  3: Feist Pick and P lace at K in em atic S ingularities
To investigate whether singular configurations would be good sites with respect to re­
ducing the cycle times of pick and place operations.
This piece of work is also concerned with fast robot m otion, bu t considers a  point- 
to-point m otion control problem.
We hypothesise th a t singular configurations m ight be good sites a t which to  perform  
pick and place operations, because they offer the  potential for reducing cycle times 
versus using neighbouring regular configuration sites. This is based on the observation 
th a t  the end effector can be brought to  rest a t a  singular configuration w ithout stopping 
the mechanism, allowing the robot to  keep some of its kinetic energy while performing 
the  pick or place task.
O ur aim  is to  investigate this hypothesis.
We believe th a t this idea is original and so we have no literature  with which to 
com pare our ideas.
1.3  S u m m ary  o f  C o n tr ib u tio n s
T rajectory P lann in g  using D ynam ic Program m ing
In th is work we considered applying dynamic program ming to solve the problem  of 
the  optim al pa th  tim ing of robot m anipulators. Our approach differed to  previous 
dynamic program ming approaches to  this problem  in th a t we solved numerically the 
continuous optim al-control problem specified by the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial 
differential equation of dynamic programming using finite difference Markov chain type 
approxim ations. Our desire was to evaluate the applicability of the  resulting solutions 
to  a  real m anipulator and to  analyse issues relating to the convergence of this approach.
We conclude th a t it is feasible to  use dynamic program ming to  solve the optim al 
p a th  tim ing problem in robotics. Further, we note that:
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• We have applied solutions of the dynamic program ming algorithm  to a real 
SCARA m anipulator with good results
•  We have shown th a t the rate  of convergence of the numerical scheme is consistent 
with th a t predicted by theory.
• We have found th a t the m inimum -time end-point (target) constraint imposes 
severe lim itation regarding the rate  of convergence and com putational speed of 
the dynamic program ming algorithm  (in particular, commonly used acceleration 
m ethods do not work).
• If a  pure minimum -time criteria is required, the Pontryagin M aximum Principle 
based shooting m ethod is superior and is the m ethod of choice. However, the 
dynamic program ming algorithm  can easily handle more general optim isation 
criteria, in which case the advantages of the PM P approach diminish.
R ob u st T im e-O ptim al P a th  Tracking C ontrol
In th is work our goal was to provide a system atic way of controlling industrial robots 
to  achieve accurate and tim e-optim al tracking of specified paths. The m ajor issue th a t 
we addressed was to  take previously developed theory and to  develop ways of making 
it practical, to  apply to real industrial robots. In particular, our focus has been to 
address the issue of how a user specified tracking tolerance can be achieved in spite of 
unm odelled dynamics.
To th is end, we have developed three m ajor results:
•  Based on representing modelling errors as disturbances in jo in t accelerations, we 
have developed a theory for relating these disturbances to the  performance of a 
robot under com puted-torque control. Experim ental results confirmed th a t the 
theory works well in practice.
• We have used this theory in a predictive way to  provide a m ethod for planning 
trajectories which are robust to  modelling disturbances. The m ethod identifies
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the disturbance using a trajectory close to the time-optimal trajectory being 
sought. The theory is then used to predict the torques that need to be held on 
reserve during trajectory planning and the controller gains required to reject the 
disturbances to a specified tolerance. Experiments have shown that if trajectories 
are planned and the controllers tuned in this way, then the robot performs near 
time-optimal tracking of the path, accurate to the specified tracking tolerance.
• We have extended this method to a less conservative closed-loop architecture 
which generates the trajectory on-line. We have proposed a feedback law for set­
ting the reference path acceleration such that path tracking is nearly time-optimal, 
robustly controllable, and accurate to a prescribed tolerance. Experimental re­
sults have demonstrated that the tracking times are reduced compared to the first 
approach, while the tracking accuracy and robustness remain approximately the 
same.
Fast P ick  and P lace at K inem atic S ingularities
In this work we investigated whether singular configurations might be good sites, with 
respect to reducing cycle times, for pick and place operations.
• We have shown that cycle times of pick and place operations can be reduced by 
placing the pick and place sites at kinematic singularities, compared to nearby 
regular configurations.
• We have developed a method which guarantees that the end-effector remains 
within a given neighbourhood of the pick and place site for a given amount of 
time - long enough to perform the pick or place task.
Chapter 2
R em arks on th e  A p p lica tion  o f  
D yn am ic  P rogram m in g to  th e  
O p tim al P a th  T im in g  o f R o b o t  
M an ip u lators
A b stra c t
In this chapter, we investigate the use of the dynamic programming approach in the. 
solution of the optimal path timing problem in robotics. This problem is computationally 
feasible because the path constraint reduces the dimension of the state in the problem to 
2. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation of dynamic programming, a nonlinear first 
order partial differential equation, is presented and is solved approximately using finite 
difference methods. Numerical solution of this results in the optimal policy which can 
then be used to define the optimal path timing by numerical integration. Issues relating 
to the convergence of the numerical schemes are discussed, and the results are applied 
to an experimental SCAR A manipulator.
2.1  In tr o d u ctio n
Optimisation methods are commonly used in engineering design. In the context of 
systems theory, two main approaches to optimal control have emerged: (i) Pontryagin
11
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Maximum Principle (PMP) [52], (ii) Dynamic Programming (DP) [7]. The PMP is a 
set of necessary conditions that an optimal control (if one exists) must satisfy, and is 
used to identify candidate open loop optimal controls. Dynamic programming involves 
the use of a value function and provides a means for determining optimal state feedback 
controls (verification theorem).
In many problems of interest in nonlinear control a state feedback controller is 
desired, and often such problems lend themselves to potential solution via dynamic 
programming, such as minimax (including Woo) control and stochastic optimal con­
trol. The usual difficulty with dynamic programming is the well known “curse of 
dimensionality” [7], and this limits the utility of DP in practice. Even if the optimal 
solution cannot be found (due to prohibitive computational costs), knowledge of the 
theoretically optimal solution can serve as a useful guide in designing implementable 
suboptimal controllers. However, there are some applications where the DP method 
is feasible. Such applications are of interest because they afford an opportunity to 
study practical issues relating to the DP method. Such issues include approximate 
(i.e. numerical) computation of the optimal state feedback controls, properties of the 
algorithms such as rate of convergence and memory requirements, and also real-time 
implementation issues. The purpose of this work is to study some of these issues in the 
context of optimal path timing for robot manipulators.
The optimal path timing problem has been studied extensively in the past. Typi­
cally, shooting techniques based on the PMP are employed, for example Bobrow et al. 
[8] and Shin and McKay [60]. These methods assume knowledge of the bang-bang na­
ture of the optimal controls. Thus the DP and PMP methods can be directly compared 
in this application. Other papers using DP for this application include Pfieffer and Jo­
hanni [51] and Shin and McKay [61], although they solve the method in a different 
manner to that presented below.
The contents of the chapter are as follows. In §2.2 we define the optimal control 
problem, and in §2.3 we construct a second order state space system (the reduced
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system) w ith one control input, sta te  dependent constraints on th is inpu t and  state  
constraints, and reformulate the optim al control problem. In §2.4 we use dynamic 
program m ing m ethods to solve the optim al control problem, and present a  numerical 
approxim ation to the solution based on the numerical solution of the Ham ilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman (HJB) partial differential equation. This numerical solution employs discreti­
sation of the  sta te  space and so provides discrete approxim ations to  the  continuous 
solution. Solution of the HJB equation provides the value function (the m inim um -tim e 
function  in the pure minimum -time case), the associated optim al feedback control pol­
icy (a feedback function of the pa th  position and velocity), and inform ation concerning 
the controllability of the system. In §2.5 we present two examples based on a SCARA 
m anipulator th a t we have in our laboratory. The first is a pure m inim um -tim e example, 
and the second an example using a m inimum -time plus sta te  and control energy cri­
te ria  which serves to  dem onstrate the versatility of the dynamic program m ing m ethod 
when dealing with problems which have non bang-bang solutions. In b o th  examples, 
we im plem ent the resulting optim al solutions on the SCARA m anipulator to  assess the 
applicability of the m ethod. In §2.6 we discuss the com putational issues involved in 
the  calculation and im plem entation of the solutions, and in §2.7 we consider the  effects 
of adding a discontinuous friction model into the system  dynamics.
2.2 T he T im e-O ptim al Path Tracking Problem
Consider a generalised n degree of freedom, rigid-body non-redundant robo t. The 
dynam ic equations may be w ritten  as
M ( q ) q + n ( q ,q )  =  T  (2.1)
where q E IRn are the joint variables, T  E IRn are the jo in t actuato r forces or torques 
whose constraints, r (q ,q )  < r  < r (q ,q ) ,  may be position an d /o r velocity dependent, 
M (q) E IRnxn is the inertia  m atrix , and n(q ,q) E IRn is the vector containing the 
friction, coriolis, centrifugal force and gravity term s.
The position of the  end-effector in the task space can be described in term s of the
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Figure 2.1: The P a th  To Be Traversed
joint variables through the kinem atic m apping y  =  r(q), and the tim e-optim al problem  
is to  find the joint torques r ( t ) ,  0 <  t < t f , so th a t the end-effector traverses a  task  
space pa th  P  as fast as possible.
Assume th a t P  is given as a regular, param etric curve, y  =  p(s), p E C 2, param e- 
terised by the scalar s, so < s < Sf. Then, q and s are related by the forward kinem atic 
equation
r(q) =  p(s) (2.2)
which we assume can be solved through inverse kinem atics for q =  f(s) .
Assuming an explicit and differentiable expression for f(s )  can be determ ined, then  
the  system  dynamics (2.1) can be re-expressed in term s of s ra ther th an  q  as
a (s )s  -I- b (s , s) =  r  (2.3)
w ith  t (s , s) < T < r ( s ,  s), [8, 51, 58, 60]. This form describes how the control inputs 
T are related to the pa th  displacem ent, s, velocity, s, and acceleration, s, and it should 
be noted th a t all n equations of (2.3) m ust be satisfied sim ultaneously for the end- 
effector to  track the specified path . (It is usually difficult to  derive f(s )  as an explicit 
differentiable function and derivatives are normally evaluated based on differentiation
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of equation (2.2), Slotine and Yang [66].)
The optimal control problem is now defined as:
Find the control T(t) ,  T( s ( t ) , s(t))  <  T(t)  <  T(s(t ) ,  s(t)) , which minimises the perfor­
mance measure
J(s(0),s(0)) =  f f L(s(t) , s( t ) , s{t ))  d t , (2.4)
Jo
L (s,s, s) > 0 and L (s ,s ,s) E C2, subject to the dynamics (2.3) and to the boundary 
conditions (s(0),s(0)) =  (so>so) and {s(tf),  s(tf)) =  (s / , s / ) .
N ote: In the pure minimum-time case, L(s(i), s(£), r(t)) =  1, which yields J(s(0), s(0)) =  
t f  in (2.4).
2.3 Reform ulation of the Problem
In this section, we reformulate the problem into an equivalent second order state space 
form with a single control input, state dependent constraints on the input, and state 
constraints, [8, 51, 60, 64, 66].
Let x\  =  s and X2 =  s . Then x\  =  X2 and X2 =  s , and equations (2.3) may be 
rewritten in the equivalent nonlinear state space form:
or
1 0 
0 ai(xi)
0 o2(*i)
*2
-&i(x)
~b2(x) +
0 0 0 - 0  
1 0  0 - 0  
0 1 0 - 0
n
T2
0 an(xi) _ -6„ (x ) _ 0 0 0 - 1 Tn
(2.5)
E (x)x =  A (x) +  B r . (2 .6)
Remark: Equation (2.6) differs from the usual nonlinear state space representation 
due to presence of the E(x) matrix premultiplying x. This representation is known as 
a nonlinear descriptor system form.
From the structure of (2.5), we observe that we might row reduce equations (2.5)
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into a system equivalent form such that upper 2 x 2  sub-matrix of E(x) is diagonal 
and the rest is zero, but are prevented from using any one of the latter n rows as the 
pivotal row because a^xi) may equal zero for some x\.  To circumvent this problem, 
we define the path acceleration, s, to be a function of a new and independent control 
ro,
* = ±2 = to, (2.7)
augment equations (2.5) with (2.7), and row reduce the latter n equations of the aug­
mented system using the augmenting equation as the pivotal equation which allows the 
system (2.3) to be represented as follows:
1. Second Order System:
Xl ' 0 1 ‘ Xl
+
’ 0 '
X2
----1
Oo
 
__
1 1
2. State and Control Constraints:
6i(x) a i(x i) Tl
• +  T0 • = •
_ &n(x) _ _ an(*i) _ . Tn .
3. Control Constraints:
( 2.8)
r*(x) < T i <  Tj(x), i =  1 to n.
Controls ri,...,rn can be eliminated from the problem by considering that equations 
(2.8) can be satisfied for x if and only if
2i(x) < bi(x) +  ai(xi)ro < ri(x), i =  1 to n. (2.9)
%
In (2.9), there are two possibilities, depending on whether a»(xi) =  0 or aj(xi) ^  0. 
Let I(x i) =  { i G {1,2, ...,n} : a;(xi) ^  0 }.
If ai(xi) =  0, inequalities (2.9) can be written as state constraints t*(x ) <  6i(x) < 
t7(x ). For a given x i, the set of all X2 simultaneously satisfying all such inequalities, 
denoted A z (xi), is
Az{xi) =  P| { x 2 : 2i(x) < bi(x) < r7(x)} , 
im *  i )
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and the region all x  simultaneously satisfying all such inequalities, denoted Az, is
A z — (^ J-Az^ l) •
Xi
Note that the inequalities defining Az place no restrictions on tq. However, if x  Az 
then the motion of the end-effector will not be constrained to the path and there will 
exist no tq which will avoid this.
On the other hand, if a{(xi) ^  0, the remaining inequalities of (2.9) can be rear­
ranged to give
i,(x) +  tB £ L  < To < +  ^ E L  . (2.10).  .  h(x) T i ( x )S To S ----- ;— r +
a«(*l) ' M * l) | U a«(*i) \a i ( x l ) \
In order that the end-effector tracks the path, there must exist at least one to satis­
fying all inequalities (2.10) simultaneously. Thus, the inequalities (2.10) act as state 
constraints. For a given x i, the set of x2 simultaneously satisfying inequalities (2.10), 
denoted AnZ(x\), is
b*(x)
Anz(x l) £ 2  • max
i e l ( x  1)
■ £ (* )  } •
a,(xx) +  M * ! ) ! /  - < “ <*,)
j j(x
\   A
f bt(x) Ti(x)
\  Oj(®]':l) ' |a*(*i)|J
The region of all x  simultaneously satisfying inequalities (2.10), denoted AnZ, is
A i z  — AnZ{.X\) .
xi
In turn, for x  € AnZ, to will be constrained to lie in an interval whose limits are a 
function of the state and determined by
max
*€/(xi)
< r „ <  min +
a » ( * i )  M * i ) U  i e l ( x i )  { a i ( x  1) | o i ( £ i ) | J
Define
A. — AnZ D A-z .
Then we see that (2.9) can be solved for x  if and only if x  E A. We will call A the 
admissible region.
Write
Wo(x) max
t€ / (x i )
bj{x) Tj(x) 1 
at (Xl) +  l a i M I J  ’i€/(xni)
frfr) +  Tj(x) l j
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Then we see that Uq(x ) =  0 if x & A  and Z^o(x) ^  0 if x G A. We will call ^o(x) the 
interval of admissible control values when in the state x.
The original optimal control problem is now equivalent to:
Find the control To(t) which minimises the performance measure
J (x (0 ))=  [ f L(x(t),T0(t)) dt , (2.11)
Jo
subject to the dynamics
*1 ' 0 1 ' X l 4 _ ’ 0 '
X2
i
o o *2
1 1
to the state and control constraints
x(i) 6 A , r0(t) E ZY0(x(t)), 0 < * < * , ,
where A  and Wo(x) are defined above, and to the boundary conditions Xo = x(0) and
x /  =  x(t/).
Thus, we have reduced the problem of the simultaneous solution of n second order 
differential equations, to that of the solution of one second order differential equation 
which is subject to state and control constraints.
2.4 Solution of th e Equivalent T im e-O ptim al Control 
Problem
We use dynamic programming to solve the time-optimal control problem of §2.3. Dy­
namic programming is a very general and powerful methodology and can readily handle 
state and control constraints, and non-trivial admissible regions [60] as well as various 
discontinuities. Use of dynamic programming entails the definition of a value func­
tion (called the minimum time function if the problem is purely minimum-time con­
trol). This function satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, a nonlinear 
partial differential equation (PDE). Assuming that the value function is sufficiently
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smooth, the optimal control policy can be determined from the HJB equation, via the 
verification theorem [30].
We define the value function, T(x), by
T(x) =  inf I f f L(x( t ) , r0(t)) dt : x(0) =  x, x(fy) =  x f \  ,
ro€Wo(x) L J o  )
where x is the solution of (2.12) and ZJo(x) is the interval of admissible controls defined 
above. Notice that T(x) G [0,+oo] and T(x) =  +oo if x g A  since £Yo(x) =  0- Also, 
T(x) < +oo if x is controllable to x /, otherwise T(x) =  -foo. Let C denote the set of 
points controllable to xy. Then C C A .
The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for the optimal-control problem is 
0 =  min (VT(x) • b(x,To) +  L(x,ro)} , x G C
T o f z U o  (x)
< T(xy) = 0
0 < T(x) < 1  if x ^ x f  
T(x) =  +00 if x G dC
where b(x,ro) represents the system dynamics (2.12). The boundary conditions for 
this PDE are 5(xy) = 0  at the target state xy and S(x) =  +00 for x on the boundary 
of the controllable subspace, dC.
Because T(x) =  +00 is difficult to deal with numerically, we consider the dis­
counted value function (see Bardi and Falcone [5] and Evans and James [29] for the 
case L (x (t),r0(t)) =  1).
S(x) =  inf { [  e~Xh  dsAL(x(t),ro(t),t) dt : x(0) =  x x(ty) =  x y l ,
tögWo(x ) I J o J
whence
S(x) = 1 - e ~ A:r(x), (2.13)
and S(x)  G [0,1]. Note that this transformation improves the numerical conditioning 
of the problem by reducing the range of the variables.
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The HJB equation for the discounted optimal-control problem is
0 =  min {V5(x) • b(x, ro) +  AL(x, ro)(l — S(x))} , x G C
t0€£4)(x )
< 5 ( x / ) = 0  (2.14)
0 < S(x) < 1  if x ^ x /
S(x) = 1 if x  E dC
The boundary conditions for this PDE are S(x/) =  0 at the target state X/ and 
S ( x ) =  1 for x on the boundary of the controllable subspace, dC. Note that since the 
transformation (2.13) is monotonic, the minimising control To is the same for both the 
un-discounted and discounted problems.
If the HJB equation (2.14) has a smooth solution S(-), then the verification theorem 
of optimal control [30] implies that if Tq(x ) achieves the infimum in (2.14), then Tq (x ) is 
an optimal feedback control, if sufficiently regular. However, in general, (2.14) does not 
have a smooth solution. In fact, typically S(-) is only Holder continuous with exponent 
0 < a  < 1 [5, 29] (such functions are not everywhere differentiable), and so does not 
satisfy (2.14) in a classical sense, but only in a weak sense, viz. the viscosity sense [31]. 
Because we cannot solve (2.14) explicitly, we must resort to a numerical approximation 
S h(‘) of S(-). From this, an approximate optimal policy, Tq^ x ), will be obtained.
Let V h be a rectangular grid of size h > 0 covering the admissible region A,  or the
Figure 2.2: The State Space V h
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part of A  of interest, Figure 2.2. Now, approximate VS(x) by a first order approxima­
tion over a grid of size h, so that
VS(x)  • b(x, tq) ~
s ^ ±^ - s ^ ) bt(xTo)
(2.15)
where e\ =  (1, 0)T and e2 =  (0, 1)T, the ±  notation means 6^  =  + 6* if b{ > 0 and 
bf  =  — b{ if b{ < 0, 5(x + hei) is taken when b{ > 0 and 5(x  — he*) when b{ < 0. Note 
that the difference quotient respects the system dynamics. This leads to algorithms 
with good stability properties, Kushner and Dupuis [41].
If we now define
v (x )=  max | ^ | 6t(x ,r0) |} ,  A*h(x) =  (2.16)r0ez^(x) J v(x)
noting that in our formulation v(x) is simply
v(x) =  max {|x2| +  |r0|} =  |®2| +  max {|r0(x)|, |tö(x )|}  ,
T0eWo(x)
then using a modification of an algorithm presented by Kushner and Dupuis [41] (Chap­
ter 4, pp 76-77), the HJB equation (2.14) may be re-written in the form
Sfc(x) = min <
r0€Wo(x) 1
x G int V h
1 + AL(x,r0)At/l(x) f ^ 2  P h(z\x,T0)Sh{z) +  AL(x,T0)A th(x)
\ z £ / S h (x)
S h(x ,)  =  0
0 < 5^(x) < 1  if x 7^  x /
S h(x) =  1 if ^o(x) =  0 (x £ .4), or x G d V h
(2.17)
where J\fh(x) = {x ,x  ± hei} is the simplex consisting of x and its nearest neighbours 
in the discretised state space, V h,
P h{z\x, Tq)
6f ( x , r 0)
v(x)
|fei(x,r0)| +  |62(x ,r0)| 
v(x)
if z = x ±  hei 
if z =  x
0 otherwise
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and we note th a t XIzgA/^x) P h(z |x, ro) =  1. The num bers P h( z |x, ro) can be interpreted 
as transition  probabilities for a controlled Markov chain. Kushner and Dupuis show 
th a t Markov chain approxim ation m ethods produce numerical schemes which have nice 
convergence properties, under broad conditions.
Let S ^ x ) ,  x  E V h , be the solution of (2.17). Then T q H { x .) E Uo(x ) minimising 
the right hand side of the PD E in (2.17) is the desired approxim ation to  Tq (x ).
There are two classical m ethods of solving the boundary value problem  (2.17), namely 
the value space or Jacobi m ethod, which can be in terpreted  as a  fixed point iteration 
m ethod, and the policy space m ethod which is analogous to  a gradient procedure in 
the  space of controls, [41]. There are also many variations thereof, m ostly aimed at 
speeding up the rate  of convergence. More discussion of com putational issues will be 
given in §2.6 after presentation of the following examples.
2.5 E x a m p les
We now apply the theory developed in §2.2, §2.3 and §2.4 to  examples based on an 
experim ental m anipulator th a t we have in our laboratory. The m anipulator is a 4 
degree-of-freedom SCARA arm  and is described in Appendix A. For simplicity, we 
restric t the m otion to  be planar, driven by only the first and second jo int m otors.
The planar dynamics of the SCARA are modelled as
M (q )q  + v ( q ,q )  =  T  (2.18)
where M (q ) and v (q ,q )  represent the mass m atrix  and coriolis-centrifugal vector re­
spectively, and are defined in equations (A.2) and (A.3) of A ppendix A.
The param eter values for M (q) and v (q , q ), identified using the standard  least 
squares technique, are shown in Table 2.1.
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Parameter Value Units Represents
h i 0.3974 N  m s 2/rad Inertia terms
fl2 = /21 0.1987 N  m s 2/rad
911 3.7694 N  m s 2/rad
912 =  921 1.8847 N  m s2/rad
h\\ 37.9687 N  m s 2/rad
h\2 — h2\ 2.9851 N  m s 2/rad
h22 17.2015 N m s 2/rad
V l  s -3.7694 N  m s 2/rad2 Centrifugal
V 2 s 1.8847 N m s 2 /rad2 and coriolis
V J \s -1.8847 N m s 2/rad2 terms
V i c 0.3974 N m s 2/rad2
v2c -0.1987 N m s 2/rad2
V J\c 0.1987 N m s 2/rad2
h 0.6100 m Length of links
h 0.5800 m 1 and 2
Table 2.1: SC ARA Manipulator Parameter Data
The torque limits for this robot are given by
r (q )  =  max {-309.42,-1146.0 -  984.987q> ^
r ( q )  =  min {+309.42,+1146.0 -  984.987q} J 
and are due to current and voltage limits of 6A  and 40V respectively.
(2.19)
We choose the following joint space path parameterisation which traces a circle in 
the real physical space, Figure 2.3:
g i
92
arctan 2 ( ( W . M ) )
arccos ( »i(*)+i/2 (*)-*?V 2M2
i (s)  , (2.20)
where
y i (s ) =  0.55 — \/0.125cos(s) , 
V2 (s) =  0.55 +  \/0.125 sin(s) , 
a  =  l2sm{q2) , 
ß  =  h + h  cos (q2) ,
s E [0,6.3], and where \ /0.125 is the radius of the circle, and (0.55,0.55)^ its centre 
(6.3 ~  27r).
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••
Figure 2.3: The Cartesian Space Path
Having specified the dynamics of the manipulator, (2.18), the torque limits, (2.19), 
and the joint path parameterisation, (2.20), we can now calculate the admissible region 
A  and admissible control space Z^o(x). Choosing h =  0.0125, these are displayed in 
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
Figure 2.4: Admissible Region - A
We now consider two different optimality criteria. The first criterion is a pure 
minimum-time cost and allows us to compare the solution using dynamic programming
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50 v,
Figure 2.5: Admissible Controls - Uq{x)
versus the equivalent solution calculated using a PM P based shooting m ethod. The 
second criterion is a m inimum -time plus quadratic sta te  and control cost which serves 
to  dem onstrate the versatility of the dynamic program ming approach when calculating 
solutions which are not bang-bang in nature.
2.5 .1  P u re M inim um -T im e E xam ple
In the pure m inim um -tim e case, we set L (x (t) , ro(t)) =  1 which provides the m inim um ­
tim e function T (x) =  fgf ldt  = t f ,  as required. The numerical solution of the cor­
responding HJB equation (2.17) then  yields the  discretised discounted m inim um -tim e 
function S h(’x),  from which the m inimum -time can be recovered via
t f  =  “ X 1 0 ^ 1 '
Solution of the Example
Solution of the derived HJB equation (2.17), choosing A =  1 for simplicity and using 
a desired final s ta te  xy =  (6 .3 ,0)T, yields the discretised discounted m inimum -time
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function Sh(x) and the optimal control policy Tq^ x) shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. 
Note from Figure 2.6 that in this example, there are no points in the interior of A 
where Sh(x) =  1. Thus, the controllable subspace C coincides with the admissible 
region A. (Other examples exist where Sh(x) is close to 1 in the interior of A. Such 
regions represent those states which are uncontrollable to the target state X f . )
-e
CO
Figure 2.6: Value Function - Sh(x)
X
V 5
Figure 2.7: Optimal Control Policy - TQh(x)
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Using the initial state x(0) = 0, the discounted minimum-time function provides 
S h(x) ~  0.976 which predicts the minimum-time to complete the task as t f  «  3.746s.
We now integrate equations (2.12), choosing an initial state of x(0) =  0 and applying 
the optimal feedback control policy Tg^x) at each integration step by feeding back the 
state information. This yields the time-optimal path trajectories x*(<), displayed in 
the phase plane in Figure 2.8. The control To(t) achieving these trajectories, and the 
corresponding controls Tj(t) and r ^ t )  are shown in Figure 2.9. Note that the time 
taken to reach the desired final state Xf  is t f  3.727s which is marginally less than 
that predicted by the discounted minimum-time function.
Figure 2.8: Optimal Path Trajectory - x^{x\)
The time taken for the system to reach the desired final state compares well with the 
minimum-time solution t f  «  3.683s calculated using the PMP based shooting method 
of Bobrow et al [8]. The estimate is in error by only approximately 1%, which shows 
that the numerical methods work well.
Finally, the time-optimal path trajectories x*(t) are fed into equation (2.20) and its 
derivatives to produce the optimal joint trajectories q(t), q (t) and q (t), Figure 2.10.
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c -sw
t (s)
Figure 2.9: Optimal Path Control -T*(t)=r*(x*(t))
Figure 2.10: Joint Trajectories - q(t),q(t),q(t)
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A p p lic a t io n  o f  th e  R e s u lt
To im plem ent this solution on our experim ental SCARA m anipulator, we use a computed- 
torque controller, which is a model based-controller and seems an appropriate  choice 
given th a t the reference tra jectory  which will drive the robot is calculated based on the 
model.
The controller gains are chosen as kp =  (100,100)T and k v =  (20,20) , and cor­
respond to  critical damping and natural frequencies of 10 rad/s  (similar figures are 
commonly used in the literature).
The tim e-optim al joint trajectories, Figure 2.10, are applied as reference to the 
experim ental system  and the results logged. Figure 2.11 displays the desired Cartesian 
space pa th  of the end-effector, shown as the solid line, and the actual pa th  traced  by 
the  end-effector, shown as the dashed line. The tracking appears to  be quite good. 
However, if we examine a plot of the joint angle errors, Figure 2.12, we see th a t the 
error is ~  0(0 .05 rad) which through the forward kinem atics equates to approxim ately 
5cm in the end-effector position.
Figure 2.13 displays the levels of comm anded torques th a t are clipped when the 
ac tuato rs satu rate . Comparing this to Figure 2.12, it is apparent th a t the  jo in t angle 
errors, and hence the end-effector tracking error grow as the actuators satu ra te . This 
is intuitively obvious since this is when the ability to control to reject the errors is lost.
In Figure 2.14, we see th a t the torques dem anded of the actuato rs contain some high 
frequency noise. Early in the tra jectory  the noise is not overly large, bu t later on there 
are rapid oscillations in the  signal. A priori, our concern was th a t th is would m anifest 
itself as high frequency oscillations during the experim ent. In fact, such oscillations 
were not visible during the experiment.
These results will be discussed in more detail in §2.6.
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y i  ( m )
Figure 2.11: Cartesian Space Path - Predicted and Actual
Figure 2.12: End-Effector Tracking Error
Figure 2.13: Torque Clipping
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Figure 2.14: Applied Torques
Figure 2.15: Difference in Model Based Control for Numerical and Online Data
2.5.2 M inim um -T im e P lu s Q uadratic C ost E xam ple
The second criterion that we consider is a minimum-time plus quadratic state and 
control cost of the form
L(x(t),To(t)) =  1 +  0.25x2 +  0.02tq •
This example serves to demonstrate the versatility of the dynamic programming ap­
proach when calculating solutions which are not bang-bang in nature.
The anticipated effect of the additional penalty terms is that the term in X2 will 
slow down the trajectory at all points along the path whilst the term in tq will do
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likewise, and also smooth out to, and hence the joint torques, at transitions (remember 
that To = s and so we are limiting the acceleration).
Note that this in this example, S h(x) is not the discounted minimum-time function. 
Thus, we cannot determine the time taken to traverse the path directly from S h(x).
Solution of the Example
Solution of the derived HJB equation (2.17), again choosing A =  1 for simplicity and 
using the same target state Xf = (6.3,0)T, yields the value function S h(x) and optimal 
control policy Tq^ x) shown in Figures 2.16 and 2.17 respectively . Notice in the optimal 
control policy the smoothing effect of the penalty on the control.
j ;
Figure 2.16: Value Function - S h(x)
The optimal path trajectory, x*(t), is shown in the phase plane Figure 2.18. The 
control Tg (t) achieving this, and the corresponding controls Tj (t) and (t) are shown in 
Figure 2.19. The optimal joint trajectories q(t), q(t) and q (t) are shown in Figure 2.20. 
Note the effect of the penalty on causing the suppression of the trajectory (c./. the 
pure minimum-time example, Figure 2.8). Note also the effect of the penalty on tq
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causing much smoother transitions in the control signals (c./. Figure 2.9). Note finally 
the resulting increase in the time to complete the task compared to the pure minimum­
time case, from 3.723s to 4.300s.
Figure 2.17: Optimal Control Policy - r^ f x )
Figure 2.18: Optimal Path Trajectory -
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Figure 2.19: Optimal Path Control - r*(t)=T*(x*(t))
Figure 2.20: Joint Trajectories - q(t),q(t),q(t)
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A pplication  o f th e  R esult
We now implement the reference trajectory on our experimental SCARA manipulator, 
using the same computed-torque controller and gain settings as before.
Figure 2.21 displays the desired Cartesian space path of the end-effector, shown as 
the solid line, and the actual path traced by the end-effector, shown as the dashed line. 
Clearly, the tracking is better than for the pure minimum-time example. Indeed, if we 
examine a plot of the joint angle errors, Figure 2.22, we see that the error is now only 
~  0(0.03 rad), which through the forward kinematics equates to only approximately 
3cm in the end-effector position.
Figure 2.23 displays the levels of commanded torques that are clipped when the 
actuators saturate. It is again evident, by comparison to Figure 2.22, that the errors 
are correlated to the clipping of the commanded torques. However, we note that the 
levels of clipping are less in this case than for the pure minimum-time example, c.f. 
Figure 2.13, and so although there is no more ability to control the errors (this ability 
is lost as soon as the actuator saturates), the difference driving the errors is less.
Note in Figure 2.24, that the level of noise present in the torques demanded of the 
actuators is much less than in the pure minimum-time example.
These results will be discussed in more detail in §2.6.
yi  (m )
Figure 2.21: Cartesian Space Path - Predicted and Actual
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Figure 2.22: End-Effector Tracking Error
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Figure 2.24: Applied Torques
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2.6  C o m p u ta tio n a l Issu es
A m ajor issue w ith the dynamic programming m ethod is com putational cost, viz. the 
m em ory requirem ents and the tim e required for com putations. This depends critically 
on the sta te  dimension n: the com putational cost grows exponentially w ith n  (the curse 
of dim ensionality). Since in this problem the dimension is low (i.e. 2), com putation 
is feasible in practice, as we have dem onstrated. However, as w ith any numerical 
approxim ation scheme, there is a trade off between com putational effort and accuracy.
As m entioned in § 2.4 above, the discounted m inimum -time function S(-) is generally 
not everywhere differentiable, ra ther only Holder continuous w ith exponent a,  0 < 
a  <  1. This lack of differentiability has im portan t practical consequences. W ithout 
constraints, theory suggests a  =  ^, w ith rate  of convergence and the error in the 
approxim ation e(h) ~  0 (/i2), as the step size h \, 0. Our results are consistent with 
th is prediction, Figures 2.25 through 2.28. This is a ra ther slow rate  of convergence, 
m eaning th a t for the error e(h) to  be small, the step size h m ust be very small w ith 
a  consequent increase in the memory requirem ents and com putational tim e. Indeed, 
the  num ber of iterations to converge appears to  double as h is halved, while the tim e 
to  converge appears to increase by a factor of 8, Figures 2.25 and 2.26. This dram atic 
increase in tim e is of course due to the to the  num ber of points in the dom ain of 
calculation, and hence also memory requirem ents, increasing by a factor of 4 as h is 
halved. This slow rate  of convergence is due to  the  target-poin t constraint.
A further problem is th a t one m ust exercise care in determ ining when the num erical 
scheme has converged. Our measure of convergence 7 (-) compares the change in the 
value function relative to  the value function a t each iteration, viz
between each iteration. In the examples presented above, we required the convergence 
m easure 7 (k) ~  O(10-8 ) before the value function stopped changing significantly. This 
is seen when examining the (log of the) error for the pure m inim um -tim e example, where
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convergence is slow until it increases rapidly at 7 (k) ps 10-8 , Figure 2.29. Unfortunately, 
the 7 (A:) which signifies convergence is different for different examples, and would not 
be known prior to solving the equation.
Considering all of these issues, it is important to solve the problem only as accurately 
as required. If significant modelling errors, disturbances, etc., are anticipated then 
errors of 5 — 10% might be seen as an acceptable engineering trade-off, and so h need 
not be taken so small in practice. Also, we note that these computations are done 
off-line.
However, if high accuracy is important, there are schemes available to speed up the 
rate of convergence. Details of many such schemes are given in [41]. In our work, we 
tried a common acceleration scheme discussed by Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Falcone [27], 
and Kushner and Dupuis [41]. In our theory, we specify two boundary conditions for 
solution of the PDE; on the boundaries of the admissible region dA  and/or domain of 
approximation &D, and at the target state X/. Unfortunately, the acceleration method 
failed due to the presence of the internal boundary condition at the target state xy, 
which is related to the Holder continuity of the (discounted) minimum-time function. 
Without such a condition, substantial acceleration is possible, as advertised. (Note 
also that if the external boundary condition is removed, whilst the solution ultimately 
converges to that calculated with the external boundary condition applied, there is a 
substantial degradation in performance - it is not possible to remove the target state 
boundary condition.)
We also tried multi-grid methods, where a solution calculated over a grid of size h is 
interpolated into a new grid with hnew < h, and this then used as the initial guess for a 
finer, and hence more accurate approximation. In fact, these methods proved fruitful. 
Figure 2.30 displays the time savings when using multi-grid method which interpolates 
a solution from a grid of size h to one of size The asterisks denote the time taken 
for the solution to converge, in cpu mins, without using the multi-grid method, and the 
o’s represents the time taken for the solution to converge by repeatedly applying the
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multi-grid method, starting from h = 0.1.
We have demonstrated that for our examples, it is possible to apply the results 
derived using a dynamic programming approach to a real system with comparable 
success to those derived using a PMP based shooting method. However, there are 
some points to note.
• Figure 2.15 displays the difference between the model-based part of the control 
law, calculated using the reference joint data (and shown in Figure 2.9, and the 
maximum torque which the actuator can deliver and which is the same except 
that it is based on the measured joint data. This difference is an artefact of the 
numerical approximation, being due to applying controls taken at the nearest 
grid-point when integrating equations (2.12). Of course, the effect becomes less 
apparent as h becomes smaller. This is not a problem with PMP based shooting 
methods, because values can be calculated at the exact, rather than discrete, 
state.
• We noted in Figure 2.14 that in the pure minimum-time case, the input to the 
actuators contained some high frequency noise. This was not unexpected since 
similar noise characteristics were apparent in the joint acceleration trajectory 
which is used to calculated this input, Figure 2.10. Our concern, of course, was 
that this noise would manifest itself as high frequency oscillations in the robot 
during the experiments. In fact, such behaviour was not apparent.
We have concluded that the oscillations did not occur because the frequencies of 
the oscillations, 0(100 Hz),  are much higher than those of the system, 0(10 Hz).  
Of course, if the torque signal were to contain oscillations with frequencies ap­
proaching that of the system, then this would become a major concern.
The noise is due to the time-optimal trajectory tracking the switching curve, Fig­
ure 2.31. In our example this effect is apparent only in the final deceleration 
phase of the time-optimal trajectory since, for much of its earlier history, the 
trajectory traverses the boundary of the admissible region where there is no free-
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dom of control. (This is because of the high acceleration rates that our robot 
possesses.) However, the amount of noise and its frequency content is example 
specific, depending also on the grid size h and on the integration time step dt. 
It is feasible that, in certain cases, oscillations could occur whose frequencies ap­
proach those of the system. Of course, this is not a problem with PMP based 
shooting methods.
Clearly, adding a penalty on the control in the cost function acts to smooth 
out the transitions along the switching curve, alleviating the problem, although 
producing a sub-optimal policy. However, as was demonstrated, the non bang- 
bang nature of the sub-optimal control policy gives more authority for control 
and thus facilitates better tracking.
Ultimately, the successful application of the resulting trajectories, calculated using 
dynamic programming or PMP based methods, will depend not only on whether the 
result can be applied, but on whether the desired objective can be achieved. This 
will be affected by many factors which neither approach accounts for; for example the 
difference between the model and the true plant, the unmodelled controller dynamics, 
measurement errors, etc.
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Figure 2.25: Time and Iterations to Converge versus h
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Figure 2.26: /o<7 2(Time and Iterations to Converge) versus log2(h)
Figure 2.27: Error in S h(-) versus h
log2(h)
Figure 2.28: log2(Error in Sh(•)) versus log2(h)
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Figure 2.29: Identifying the Point of Convergence
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Figure 2.30: Time Saving Using Multi-Grid Technique
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Figure 2.31: Switching Curve in the Optimal Control Policy Tq^ x)
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2 .7  In c lu d in g  a F riction  M o d e l
In the examples above, we have assumed no friction terms in the dynamic model (2.18). 
This is because of the difficulty in adequately modelling such terms. However, if we 
include a friction model in the dynamics, then we obtain some interesting results.
Consider the new model
M (q)q + v(q, q) +  d(q) =  T (2.21)
where the mass matrix M (q), and the coriolis-centrifugal vector v (q ,q ), are as before, 
and where the friction model is described by the discontinuous vector function d(q) 
defined in (A.4) of Appendix A.
The friction model parameters, identified using the same least squares method as 
before, are shown in Table 2.2.
Parameter Value Units Represents
l i p 15.8909 Nm Friction terms
/ i n -14.5807 Nm
f l V 13.1516 Nm
f 2 n -14.0650 Nm
b \p 44.1334 N ms/rad
b ln 41.3078 Nms/rad
h P 18.8109 N ms/rad
t>2 n 16.3550 Nms/rad
Table 2.2: SCARA Manipulator Friction Parameter Values
The new dynamic model (2.21) is used in the calculation of a new admissible region 
A, and a new admissible control space ZYo(x). These are shown in Figures 2.32 and 2.33 
respectively. Both appear very similar to those for the model which excludes the friction 
model (Figures 2.4 and 2.5).
However, if we re-formulate and solve the problems of § 2.5.1 and § 2.5.2, then the 
effect of the friction terms becomes apparent.
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Figure 2.32: Admissible Region - A
Figure 2.33: Admissible Controls - ^o(x)
In the pure minimum-time case, the time taken to track the path provided by the 
resulting discounted minimum-time function increases from t f  «  3.746s to t f  «  3.870s. 
Integration of equations (2.12) using the feedback control policy yields a cycle time of 
t f  «  3.850s (again marginally less than that predicted by the discounted minimum-time 
function). This increase in time is not wholly unexpected since the friction terms will 
tend to retard the motion of the manipulator. However, this increase in time provides
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great benefit in the accuracy of the tracking. Figure 2.34 reveals that the error has 
reduced from ~  0(0.05 rad) to ~  0(0.01 rad), c.f. Figure 2.12.
G 0.005
G 0.005
Figure 2.34: End-Effector Tracking Error - Pure Minimum-Time
We obtain similar results for the minimum-time plus quadratic cost example, where 
the time taken to track the path increases from t f  ~  4.303s to t f  «  4.400s, and the 
error decreases from ~  0(0.03 rad) to ~  0(0.01 rad), Figure 2.35.
G 0.005
G 0.005
Figure 2.35: End-Effector Tracking Error - Minimum-Time Plus Quadratic Cost
Interestingly, and unlike the earlier examples excluding the friction dynamics, there 
is only a small advantage in tracking when using the additional quadratic cost. It 
appears that the error rejection, via the PD part of the computed torque controller, 
has reached its limits - at least for the gain settings used. Figure 2.36 reveals that the 
levels of clipping of the commanded torques are significantly reduced compared to the
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equivalent problem but without the friction model (Figure 2.23). This suggests that 
we might be able to increase the controller gains to reduce the tracking errors further.
t (s)
Figure 2.36: Torque Clipping - Minimum-Time Plus Quadratic Cost
Figures 2.37 and 2.38, taken from the pure minimum-time case, show that when 
the friction terms are included, there is a small increase in the time and number of 
iterations taken for the numerical scheme to converge (c./. Figures 2.25 and 2.26). 
More interestingly however, is the fact that the error in the convergence, predicted to 
be e(h) ~  0(/iz), is sensitive to the inclusion of the friction dynamics, Figures 2.39 
and 2.40 (c./. Figures 2.27 and 2.28). We conclude that this is due to the discontinuities 
in the friction model.
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Figure 2.37: Time and iterations to converge versus h
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iterations
Figure 2.38: log2 (Time and Iterations to Converge) versus log2 (h)
Figure 2.39: Error in Sh(-) versus h
Figure 2.40: /o^2 (Error in Sh(-)) versus log2 (h)
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2.8  C on clu sion s
The key findings of our research are:
1. Dynamic programming is com putationally feasible for this problem.
2. Solutions of the dynamic program ming algorithm  can be applied to a real SCARA 
m anipulator with good results.
3. The rate  of convergence of the numerical scheme is consistent w ith th a t predicted 
by theory.
4. The m inimum -time end-point (target) constraint imposes severe lim itations re­
garding the rate  of convergence and com putational speed of the dynamic pro­
gram m ing algorithm  (in particular, commonly used acceleration m ethods do not 
work!).
5. The PM P based shooting m ethod is superior to  dynamic program m ing when 
applied to the standard  m inimum -time criteria, and is the m ethod of choice.
6. The dynamic program ming algorithm  can easily be modified to  handle more gen­
eral optim isation criteria, in which case the advantages of the  PM P approach 
dim inish (because the optim al control is no longer bang-bang in general, and a 
two-point boundary value problem needs to  be solved).
These issues are expected to m anifest themselves in other more involved nonlinear 
control problems.
Chapter 3
R ep resen tin g  R ob ot M od ellin g  
Errors as D istu rb an ces in Jo in t  
A cceleration s: T h eory  and  
E xp erim en ts
A bstract
In this chapter, we propose an approach for identifying robot modelling errors as distur­
bances in joint accelerations and a theory for relating such disturbances to the perfor­
mance of robots under computed-torque control. We also present experimental evidence 
that this theory works well in practice. These results form the basis of our subsequent 
work in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1 Introduction
The performance of a robot running under a m odel-based controller depends on the 
accuracy of the dynamic model. Thus, to predict the system  performance one needs 
some knowledge of the modelling errors, or disturbances, and some theory for relating 
those errors to  the system  performance. Such a theory would be useful, for example, 
in relating the tuning of a com puted-torque controller [21] to  the ro b o t’s path-tracking 
perform ance.
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However, the problem of identifying errors in modelling is difficult, in the sense th a t 
there is no obvious way to model modelling errors. Generally, these errors represent 
characteristics of the real plant th a t are too difficult to model, and usually their very 
s truc tu re  is unknown.
In this chapter, we investigate the possibility of representing modelling errors as 
disturbances in joint accelerations. As we show, this representation is a ttrac tive  for 
robots under com puted-torque control because theory predicts th a t such disturbances 
will be related to tracking errors and com pensation torques through the linear model 
of the  closed-loop system.
Further, we identify two principle obstacles to applying th is theory in practice. 
T he first is th a t the m easurem ent error may make it impossible to  identify the  joint 
acceleration disturbances accurately enough to be useful. The second is th a t the  joint 
acceleration disturbances m ust be similar for similar trajectories if the theory is to  be 
used in a  predictive sense.
Finally, we show th a t experim ental results taken from our SCARA robot agree very 
closely w ith the theory, and thus th a t the theory is useful in spite of these obstacles. 
We subsequently use this theory as the basis for our work in C hapters 4 and 5.
3.2 The Theory
Let the robot plant
M (q )q +  n(q,q) =  T
be represented as follows:
M (q)q +  n(q,q) +  M (q)qd =  r  . (3.1)
Here M (q )q -f n(q, q) represents the plant model, identified, for example, by least- 
squares estim ation, and M(q)q<i accounts for any torques th a t the  p lan t model fails to 
account for. M (q) is the mass m atrix , and qj can be in terpreted  as a  joint acceleration
disturbance.
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q(t), q(t), q(t) and T(t) represent the joint position, velocity, acceleration, and 
torque trajectories, and q d(t) is defined as a function of these trajectories as follows:
qd =  M _1(q ){r — M (q)q — n(q,q)} . (3.2)
We note that qd(t) can be determined using this equation only if we have knowledge 
of the input torque trajectory T(t).  Therefore, we must have knowledge of v (t) even 
if the actuators saturate. In our experimental system, described in Appendix A, the 
saturation levels are set in software and so we have knowledge of T(t) at all times.
The attraction of representing the model errors in terms of qd(t) is because if we 
apply the computed-torque control law
r  =  M(q) {qr +  kve +  kpe} +  n(q, q) (3.3)
to the plant (3.1), c.f. Figure 3.1, we obtain the linear system
e(t) +  kve(t) + kpe(t) =  q«*W • (3-4)
Here e(t) =  qr (t) — q (<), where qr (t) is the reference trajectory. Note that equation 
(3.4) is valid only if saturation does not occur, i.e. if T is never greater than the levels 
of torque available.
Hr
Qr
Hr
Plant
q
q
Figure 3.1: The Robot Under Computed Torque Control
This implies that knowledge of qd(t), can be used to predict the tracking error e(t) 
based on (3.4). Furthermore, knowledge of e(t) can be used to predict the compensation
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torques, Tpj( t ) ,  based on the following equation:
r pd(t) = M(q(i)){k„e(t) +  kpe(£)} . (3.5)
Here, Tpd(t) represents that part of the input torque signal r ( t)  which is generated 
through the PD-part of the computed-torque control law (3.3) by the error signal e(t) 
and its derivative e(t). In turn, this error signal is excited by the disturbance signal 
q d(t) through equation (3.4). Thus, if e(t) = 0 and e(t) =  0, then we have Tpd(t) = 0.
Even without exact knowledge of q j(t), we can use bounds on it and equations (3.4) 
and (3.5) to calculate bounds on e and T pd as follows:
I N I « »  <  r - | | q u * l l o o ,
K p
(3.6)
Tp<i(q)| < 1.2707 |M (q)| Hq^lU . (3.7)
Note that here || • ||oo represents the vector norm, and that these bounds are derived 
from (3.4) and (3.5) using linear system theory and assuming critical damping (kv = 
2\/kj>), see Appendix 3.A.
3 .3  T h e  E x p er im en ts
It is trivial to generate computer simulations that support the theory in § 3.2. With 
a priori knowledge of q j(t), one can integrate (3.4) to compute e(£) exactly, and then 
compute Tpd(t) based on (3.5). One can also estimate 1111oo from one or more simu­
lations, then use it to predict bounds (3.6) and (3.7) for new simulations. As long as 
the impact of modelling errors is similar, results will confirm theory.
However, it is quite another matter to show that the theory can be applied in prac­
tice. The biggest obstacle is that clean measurements are not available. In particular, 
it is usually necessary to numerically estimate the signals q (t) and q (t) from encoder 
measurements of q(t), and such estimation introduces high levels of noise into the ac­
celeration disturbance signal qd(t). There is, however, a factor which counteracts this 
noise; that when integrating q<*(t) to obtain the error, equation (3.4) will act as a low 
pass filter.
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Prior to assessing how well the theory works in practice, let us first present the 
robot system on which we have performed our experiments.
3.3.1 E xperim en tal System
Our experimental manipulator is the 4 degree-of-freedom SCARA arm described in 
Appendix A. For simplicity, we restrict the motion to be planar, driven by only the 
first and second joint motors.
The planar dynamics of the SCARA are modelled as
M (q)q +  v(q, q) +  d(q) =  T
where M (q), v(q ,q) and d(q) represent the mass matrix, coriolis-centrifugal and fric­
tion vectors respectively, defined in equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4).
The parameter values for M (q), v (q ,q) and d(q), identified using the standard 
least squares technique, are shown in Table 3.1.
The torque limits for this robot are given by
r(q )  =  max {—309.42, —1146.0 — 984.987q} 1
r(q )  =  min {+309.42,+1146.0 -  984.987q} j 
and are due to current and voltage limits of 6A and 40F respectively.
(3.8)
3.3 .2  E xperim en ts and R esu lts
Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show the results from an experiment intended to assess how 
well the theory works in practice.
A computed-torque controller was applied to the first two joints of the SCARA. The 
chosen reference trajectory traces a straight line in joint space and was slow enough to 
avoid saturation of either actuator.
The experiment was performed and q(t) and q(t) were estimated from the measured 
output q(t) by finite difference. The acceleration disturbance qd(t) was generated using 
equation (3.2) and is displayed in Figure 3.2. Note the high levels of noise present. A
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Parameter Value Units Represents
h i 0.3974 N  ms2/rad Inertia terms
f i 2  =  h i 0.1987 N m s 2/rad
9n 3.7694 N m s 2/rad
912 — 921 1.8847 N m s 2/rad
h n 37.9687 N m s 2/rad
csIIes-cT 2.9851 N m s 2/rad
h*22 17.2015 N m s 2/rad
V is -3.7694 N m s 2/rad2 Centrifugal
V2s 1.8847 N m s 2/rad2 and coriolis
VJ\S -1.8847 N m s 2/rad2 terms
Vic 0.3974 N m s 2/rad2
V2c -0.1987 N m s 2/rad2
VJlc 0.1987 N m s 2/rad2
f l p 15.8909 N m Friction terms
f l u -14.5807 N m
h p 13.1516 N m
f 2 n -14.0650 N m
hp 44.1334 Nms/rad
h n 41.3078 Nms/rad
h P 18.8109 Nms/rad
h n 16.3550 Nms/rad
h 0.6100 m Length of links
h 0.5800 m 1 and 2
Table 3.1: SCARA Manipulator Parameter Data
prediction of the error, e(t), was generated by integrating q<i(t) through equation (3.4) 
with results shown in Figure 3.3. The compensation torque, T pd ( t ), shown in Figure 3.4, 
was predicted based on equation (3.5) using e(t), e ( t )  and qr(<) in place of e(t), e(t) 
and q(t), respectively.
The estimate of the error, e(<), follows the actual error e(t) very closely. Similarly, 
the estimate T pd ( t )  of T pd ( t ) is very accurate. This indicates tha t measurement noise 
is not an overwhelming problem, at least for our robot which is equipped with high 
resolution encoders (360,000 counts per revolution). But can the theory be applied in 
a predictive sense ?
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Figure 3.2: Acceleration Disturbance qd(t)
Figure 3.3: Actual and Estimated Errors
Figure 3.4: Actual and Estimated Compensation Torques
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Figures 3.5 to 3.7 show results from 6 experim ents which a ttem p t to assess w hether 
the  equations (3.4) and (3.5) and the inequalities (3.6) and (3.7), together w ith knowl­
edge of can be used to  relate the tuning of the controller to  the tracking performance. 
The robot system  described above was driven w ith the same reference tra jec to ry  as be­
fore, bu t using 6 different values of kp (and k v =  S i/k^). The da ta  m easured from the 
experim ents is shown as asterisks.
Two m ethods for predicting UeHoo and Ht ^ H oo were considered. The first, based on 
the  inequalities (3.6) and (3.7), is represented by the solid lines in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 
These assume ||qd||oo =  [0.93,0.87]'r  ( ra d /s 2), Figure 3.5. Note th a t when calculating 
Hq^lloo, we first applied a 10H z  low pass filter to  qd(t) to  remove the effects of noise 
(if th is is not done, then  the estim ate of ||qd||oo will be greatly exaggerated, and our 
estim ates of the bounds on e and T pc[ will be very much greater th an  the real bounds). 
Based on these results, we concluded th a t this first m ethod works, b u t th a t it is too 
conservative.
The second m ethod, represented by circles in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, is to predict 
bounds on e by integrating q j( t)  through equation (3.4), and then  to  apply the resulting 
e (t)  and e ( t ) in equation (3.5) to predict T p d  (in this case q j(f)  is not filtered since 
(3.4) acts as a  low pass filter). The actual da ta  is consistent w ith theory. Indeed, the 
d a ta  calculated using equations (3.4) and (3.5) provides an excellent fit for bo th  the 
tracking errors and com pensation torques.
3 .4  C o n clu sio n
We have proposed a m ethod for representing modelling errors as disturbances in joint 
acceleration, and a theory for relating such disturbances to  the  tracking errors and 
com pensation torques for robots under com puted-torque control. Experim ental results 
confirm th a t the theory works very well for our robotic system . In the next chapter, we 
will apply this knowledge to the problem of planning robust tim e-optim al trajectories 
to  m eet a  prescribed tracking tolerance.
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Figure 3.5: Maximum Joint Acceleration Disturbances
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Figure 3.6: Maximum Errors - Actual and Predicted
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Figure 3.7: Maximum Compensation Torques - Actual and Predicted
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3 .A  C a lcu la tio n  o f  th e  Error and  C o m p en sa tio n  T orque  
B o u n d s
To choose controller gains, we assume critical damping, i.e. kv =  2^/k^.  Then the 
steady state error in the closed loop system (3.4),
e(t) +  kve(t) +  kpe(t) =  qd(t) , (3.9)
in response to a step input is equal to l / k p.
Thus, assuming no saturation, the tracking error is limited by
lle lloo 5:  ,  l l q d l l o o  K  p
which means tha t we can satisfy HeHoo < e by choosing kp such tha t
^ ^ llqdlloo
Here, || • ||oo represents the vector norm, i.e. and e.g.
I|q<fll(
' l l t f ’lloc '
1
3
• 
^
. H alloo  . . max* |^ n)(t)| .
We can then compute a compensation torque, or backoff, via equation (3.5)
Tpd(t) =  M (q(t)){kve(t) +  kpe(t)} =  M (q(*))qpd(*) (3.10)
using the Holder inequality
l l q P dl loo ^  l l g l l i l l q d l l o o  • ( 3 - i i )
Here, g (t) is the impulse response of the transfer function G (s) from the disturbance
Qd(s) to the PD errors Qpj(s), which can be derived from equations (3.9) and (3.10).
Assuming critical damping, G (s) is given by
q / \ _  2^/k^s  +  kp _
s2 +  2y/k^s  +  kp s +  \/k^  (s +  ^/kp)2
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and g (t) is
g(t) =  ZT1 {G(s)} =  te’ V'M +  e - v ^ 1 ,
whence
1 g 111 =  I™ I t e - y f c 1 +  e - y f e ' l  dt = 1.2707 . (3.12)
Jo
Note tha t the integral in (3.12) is one sided since each q ^ ( t )  is defined only for t > 0.
Based on equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), we define the bound on the compen­
sation torque as a function of the configuration via
\Tpd(<d\ < 1-2707 |M (q)| M o o  • (3.13)
Note tha t this is independent of the controller gains kp. This suggests tha t the com­
pensation torque defined in this way can be considered an upper bound for the torques 
th a t will be generated through the PD loop during an experiment.
Chapter 4
R obust T im e-O ptim al 
Trajectory Planning for R obot 
M anipulators
Abstract
In this chapter, we propose a solution to the problem of determining a robust time- 
optimal path tracking control strategy to meet a prescribed tolerance in the presence of 
plant uncertainty. Our approach makes use of the theory in Chapter 3 which relates 
joint acceleration disturbances to tracking errors and compensation torques. This theory 
allows us to calculate the torque levels that need to be held in reserve during trajectory 
planning and the controller gains that are required to reject the expected levels of distur­
bance. Our experiments show that if these levels of torque are held in reserve and if the 
controllers are tuned in this way, then the robot performs near time-optimal tracking 
meeting the specified tolerance for tracking accuracy.
4.1 Introduction
Well known approaches to the problem of planning time-optimal trajectories when 
motion is constrained to a path utilise the path constraint to reduce the dimension of 
the problem. The trajectories are then planned using shooting methods or by dynamic
60
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programming [8, 10, 51, 58, 60, 61, 66].
The trajectories resulting from such methods are theoretically time-optimal, but 
are not suitable for practical application because they fail to address some important 
issues. There are two major obstacles. The first is that the methods assume exact 
knowledge of the robot dynamics. The second is that disturbance rejection requires the 
implementation of a tracking controller whose dynamics were not considered during the 
planning of the trajectories. Both of these invalidate the planned trajectories and can 
cause a loss of control when actuators become over-saturated. One way around this 
problem is to plan trajectories using conservative torque bounds and then hope that 
the torques held in reserve will be sufficient to cope with the un-modelled dynamics. 
However, without some way of determining the actual levels of torque that need to 
be held in reserve, this approach is arbitrary, ensuring neither optimality nor tracking 
performance.
Some research has addressed the issue of coping with disturbances. There are two 
approaches. The first involves quantifying model parameter uncertainties and then 
making allowances for them when planning the trajectory [34, 50, 62, 68]. The second 
involves modifying the trajectories on-line in order to avoid the loss of control due to 
disturbances [2, 3, 22, 23, 24]. (See the discussion in Chapter 1)
However, all of these approaches have some element of conservativeness built into 
them. Further, none of them consider a fundamental question: Given a specified toler­
ance for tracking by the end-effector, how do we ensure that it will be achieved ?
In this chapter, we propose the following new approach to robust time-optimal 
trajectory planning:
1. We identify the disturbances as accelerations rather than as torques, using the 
theory developed in Chapter 3. This theory shows that acceleration disturbances 
can be linked to the tracking error. This link is through the error dynamics of 
the plant under a PD computed-torque controller.
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2. This link allows the PD gains to  be set to reject expected levels of disturbance to 
m eet the tracking tolerance specification.
3. Once the gains have been selected, we can calculate the torque th a t needs to  be 
held in reserve during tra jectory  planning.
In § 4.2 we discuss how we apply the theory presented in C hapter 3. In § 4.3 we 
present our experim ental system  and in § 4.4 we present some performance measures 
for the  experim ents. In § 4.5 we present some experim ental results which illustrate  the 
m ethod. In § 4.6 we dem onstrate the robustness of the m ethod by applying it to  several 
random ly chosen paths. In running the experim ents, our experim ental m anipulator 
developed backlash. After fixing this problem, we re-ran some of the  experim ents. The 
results of these are presented in § 4.7. Finally, in § 4.8 we draw conclusions.
4.2  A p p lic a tio n  o f  th e  T h eo ry
In th is chapter, we wish to apply the theory presented in C hapter 3 in a predictive 
sense. O ur purpose is to predict the errors which will be excited by the disturbances 
during the tim e-optim al control of a  m anipulator, and to identify the  torque levels and 
controller gains required to  reject these errors to  a  specified level.
We have considered two approaches to  using the theory. The first, § 4.2.1, considers 
identifying the worst case acceleration disturbance across all configurations, jo in t ve­
locities and accelerations, then  planning controls and trajectories th a t  can reject such 
disturbances a t any tim e. (In practice we would use a suitably dem anding subset of this 
region). W hilst th is would lead to a globally robust result, one where control strategies 
could be defined for any pa th  w ithout recourse to  re-identifying the acceleration dis­
turbances, th is approach may be too conservative in practice (it is in our experim ental 
system ). This is because the worst case com pensation torques may be larger th an  the 
torques th a t are available. Thus, we have explored a second approach, § 4.2.2, which 
identifies the acceleration disturbance in the region of the desired trajectory.
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4.2 .1  A C onservative G lobal Solu tion
Let us define a worst case acceleration disturbance ||q<i||oo from n  experim ents q j \ t )  
as follows:
llqdlloo =  max .Hq^Hc
all exper im en ts  i
where
llq^lloo =  m ax {| q ^ ( t ) |}  .
Here, ||q^  ||oo =  max* |q^* (t)| represents the vector norm  of the acceleration d istu r­
bance vector q j^ (t) .
We now assume th a t such disturbance levels can occur a t any tim e and we wish to 
ensure th a t a  given path  is tracked to a prescribed tolerance. In practice, one might 
prescribe the tracking tolerance as a restriction in Cartesian space, for example ± 2m m . 
However, it is possible to convert this to an equivalent restriction in the  jo in t space 
through the inverse kinematics. For simplicity, we assume th a t we are given a joint 
space restriction, i.e. th a t HeUoo < e.
In A ppendix 3.A of C hapter 3 we show th a t, assuming no sa tu ra tion  and critical 
dam ping, HeU^ <  e can be satisfied by choosing the controller gains kp such th a t
i, ^  ÜHdlloo
K P  —  5
€
and th a t to  ensure th a t saturation does not occur, the com pensation torque, or backoff,
Tprf(q)l =  1-2707 |M (q ) | ||q<i||oo (4.1)
is required. Note th a t th is is independent of kp. This suggests th a t the backoff defined 
in th is way can be considered a worst case backoff, and will produce an extrem ely 
conservative “tim e-optim al” trajectory.
As discussed in the introduction above, if ||qd||oo is too large, then  the com pensa­
tion torques calculated through (4.1) may be greater th an  those available a t some or 
all configurations. In this case, this approach would not be im plem entable. Even if 
we were to  relax the identification of the disturbance globally and restric t ourselves to
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identifying the disturbance only in the region of the desired trajectory, the  com pen­
sation torques calculated using this m ethod might be greater th an  those available at 
some configurations. We have found th a t this is the case for our own robot system.
Thus, we present the following alternative approach, which identifies the disturbance 
in the region of the desired trajectory, and then uses the following approach to  identify 
a  less conservative, yet still robust solution.
4.2 .2  A Less C onservative Local Solu tion
O ur strategy for obtaining a less conservative solution is to  identify qd(t) for a tra jec­
tory  close to the robust “tim e-optim al” tra jectory  we seek, and then  to  use the results 
to  choose the controller gains, com pensation torques, and a new reference tra jec to ry  
for a second experim ent. The validity of this approach rests upon our assum ption th a t 
the disturbance signal q d { t )  will be approxim ately the same for sim ilar trajectories. 
This is the  basis for the identification procedure described below. Note th a t, although 
the  theory for predicting tracking errors, equation (3.4), is only valid if sa tu ration  does 
not occur, the  disturbance acceleration qd(t) can always be com puted, using equation 
(3.2), w hether or not satu ration  occurs.
T h e  Id en tifica tio n  P ro ced u re
•  We assume th a t we are given the pa th  in the joint space, param eterised as a 
function of the pa th  param eter s viz qr =  f(s ) , the nominal robot dynamics, 
torque lim its of the form
Zi(q,q) < Ti < Ti(q,q) , (4.2)
and the error tolerance e.
1. Calculate the “theoretical” tim e-optim al jo int tra jecto ry  qr(t) based on the model 
of the robot plant and using the torque limits (4.2) - using, for example, the
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shooting m ethod of Bobrow et al. [8], or the dynamic program m ing m ethod 
described in C hapter 2.
2. Choose reasonable values for the experim ental system  gains kp. (We choose 
critical damping, i.e. k^ =  2 ^ k ^ .)
3. Drive the experim ental system  using the tim e-optim al joint tra jec to ry  q r (t) as 
reference.
4. Calculate q d{t) based on the ou tpu t of th is experiment using equation (3.2).
5. Search for the gains kp which produce HeUoo =  e when integrating q j( t)  through 
the error system
e(t)  +  k ve(t)  +  kpe(t)  =  q d(t) , (4.3)
and then calculate the associated com pensation torques as a function of the path  
position, via
T pd(s) = M (q r (s)) | k ve(s) +  kpe(s)}  . (4.4)
6. Place an envelope around T pd{s) and m irror in the zero-axis to  yield T_pd(s) and 
Tpd(s) such th a t T pd(s) =  —T pd(s), c.f. Figure 4.6. We do th is because of the 
potential for oscillation in Tpd(s), often present in e(t).
7. Calculate a new tim e-optim al tra jectory  q r (t) w ith T pd(s) and T pd(s) held in 
reserve, i.e.
r ( s ,  s) -  r pd{s) < r  <  r ( s ,  s ) -  r pd(s) , (4.5)
where t(s, s) and T (s, s) are defined by (4.2) w ith q  =  f(s) and q  =  f ' (s)s.
8. Set the  experim ental system  gains kp to be those which yielded HeHoo =  e in 5.
9. Drive the experim ental system  using the tim e-optim al joint tra jec to ry  q r (t) as
reference.
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4 .3  E x p er im en ta l S y stem
The m ethod will be implemented on the first two links of our experim ental m anipulator, 
the  4 degree-of-freedom SCARA arm  described in Appendix A. The model param eters 
and torque limits are those defined in Table 3.1 and equation (3.8) respectively in the 
previous chapter.
There are two comments on technical details to be made here. The first is th a t the 
experim ental system we used displays some mechanical resonance a t approxim ately 
9 — 10Hz.  The im plication of this is th a t there is a  lim itation on the gains th a t can 
be applied, particularly  to the first joint, otherwise the closed-loop system  exhibits 
unstable behaviour.
The second concerns our ability to  feed back to  the controller the raw jo int velocity 
da ta , calculated numerically, w ithout first filtering it. Our earlier experim ents show 
th a t  because the resolution of the encoders is high (360,000 counts per revolution), the 
m agnitude of the noise introduced by the numerical differentiation process is relatively 
small and so we do not need to filter q  in the feedback loop of the  controller. If we 
did need to  do so, then  our theory would have to  be modified to take account of this. 
F urther, the more prom inent noise introduced when taking second derivatives, q(f), 
for use in the  identification procedure poses no problem since the error system  (3.4) 
through which we integrate the resulting disturbance signal q<i(t) acts as a  low pass 
filter.
4 .4  P erfo rm a n ce  M easu res
Perform ance will be assessed based on three measures; the  tracking error com pared to 
the  prescribed tracking tolerance, the torque utilisation rutn, and the torque comm and 
clipping Tciip.
The torque utilisation, Tutu(t), defined in (4.6), is a num ber in the range 0 to  1 which 
indicates how completely the range of available torques is utilised. It will be 0 if T is in
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the centre of the hypercube of available torques, and 1 if any rt is on a boundary. The 
bang-bang nature of time-optimal solutions suggest that it is desirable to have Tu tn ( t ) 
close to or equal to 1. However, Tutn ( t )  = 1 is not desirable if it results from the clipping 
of commanded torques. This is because clipping invalidates the error model (3.4) on 
which the developed theory is founded. For this reason, we define Tcnp(t), (4.7), as a 
measure of how much, if any, of the commanded torque is clipped. Tcn p ( t )  =  0 implies 
no clipping, while Tcn p ( t ) > 0 is a normalised measure of the most severely clipped joint 
torque. The sum rutn(t) +  Tdip(t) can be interpreted as the maximum normalised joint 
torque command, where normalisation is with respect to the half-range of available 
torques of each joint.
Finally, we define the quantities Tu tn  and r^p , (4.8), to be measures of the utilisation 
and clipping averaged over the whole experiment.
A \Tj(t) ~T?ve(t) 1 =  Tj(t) +  Tt {t)
(zM - T i ( t ) ) / 2  • ’ U  2
r ut i l ( t )  = min 1 1 , max [r?*orm(t)]| ,
Tdip{t) =  max jo,m ax [t"0™^*)] -  1 j  ,
Tutil , j Tdip  —
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
We note that the torque utilisation measure is defined similarly to that provided 
by Dahl [23]. However, Dahl does not provide a measure to indicate clipping of the 
commanded torques.
4.5 Exam ple
In this section, we present some experimental results that illustrate application of the 
method to one path tracking task. In the next section we present results from ten 
randomly chosen path tracking tasks by which we wish to demonstrate the robustness 
of the method.
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The task  was to track the following joint space path  in m inim um -tim e, and with 
jo in t errors less than  e = (0.005,0.0025)T rad , which equates to 3mm-4mm in the 
end-effector position:
\  sin(s) 
\  c o s ( |s ) s e [0, 27t] .
The desired pa th  is shown in Cartesian space, Figure 4.1.
-1 - 0.5 0 0.5 1
x (m)
Figure 4.1: Cartesian Space P ath
Note th a t all trajectories were calculated using the tra jec to ry  planning m ethod 
described by Bobrow et al. in [8]. Note also th a t we set the initial values of the 
controller gains kp to be kp = (100,100)T (which equates to  a  na tu ra l frequency of 
10 ra d /s ,  a figure commonly used in literature).
O ur initial “theoretically” tim e-optim al tra jecto ry  was planned based on the model 
dynam ics and assuming the actual torque bounds. This is shown in the phase plane 
plot in Figure 4.2. Application of the joint tra jecto ry  which corresponds to  th is pa th  
tra jec to ry  as the  reference input to the closed-loop system  yielded the errors shown in 
Figure 4.3. Clearly, the tracking is well outside the prescribed tolerance, which is not 
surprising since the plot of the normalised command torque reveals th a t one or more of 
the  com m anded torques is being clipped for a large proportion of the tim e, Figure 4.4.
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(The m axim um  errors are |e| ~  (0.0117,0.0139)T rad.  This compares favourably with 
the “b est” results th a t we could obtain when driving the system  with the same joint 
tra jec to ry  bu t using standard  joint PD controllers, |e| «  (0.0244,0.0151)T rad.)
The acceleration disturbance qd(t), calculated from the ou tpu t of th is initial closed- 
loop experim ent, is displayed as a function of the  pa th  position s =  s(t) in Figure 4.5. 
Note th a t  the disturbance signals are much higher a t certain points along the pa th  than  
a t others.
We then  integrated q d(t) through the error system  (4.3) w ith differing gains until the 
estim ate of the errors e (t) , shown as the solid lines in Figure 4.7, satisfied the prescribed 
tolerance. The resulting gains which achieved th is were kp =  (191.4,942.2)T .
The com pensation torque Tpd(s) was then estim ated as a function of the pa th  posi­
tion  s using equation (4.4), and the bounding functions r pd(s) and Tpd(s) determ ined 
as shown in Figure 4.6. Note th a t, like the disturbance signals, these are much lower a t 
certain  points along the path  than  at others (in fact they are greatest around the dy­
namic discontinuities and the switching point, as are the errors, whilst the disturbance 
is least here).
We then  planned a new “tim e-optim al” reference tra jec to ry  based on the same 
model dynamics, bu t w ith the available torques backed off according to  equation (4.5). 
The closed-loop system, driven w ith th is trajectory , tracked the pa th  w ithin the  tol­
erance and w ith errors shown by the dashed lines in Figure 4.7 th a t closely resembled 
the  predicted errors. Further, Figure 4.8 reveals th a t the actual com pensation torques 
also closely resemble those predicted (Figure 4.6). Of course, we would not expect the 
predicted and actual errors and compensation torques to  be identical because of the  dif­
ferent d isturbance processes acting for an identification experim ent and the subsequent 
closed-loop experim ent. However, they are clearly similar enough for this approach 
to  be deemed useful. The normalised command torque p lotted  in Figure 4.9 indicates 
th a t  the  actuato rs did not sa tu ra te , and the average torque utilisation measure suggests 
approxim ately 75% utilisation. The elapsed tim e increased from 9.513s to  10.183s.
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It would be reasonable to stop at this point, having achieved the desired track­
ing accuracy w ith a small 7% increase in elapsed tim e and reasonable levels of torque 
utilisation. However, having obtained a solution which is closer to  the “tru e” robust 
tim e-optim al solution than  our initial “theoretical” tim e-optim al solution, we might 
now step through the process again, using the results of th is experim ent to re-identify 
q d(t) and to  choose more appropriate controller gains, com pensation torques, and a ref­
erence tra jec to ry  for a second experiment. This might yield b e tte r results, i.e. solutions 
where the m otors are more fully utilised, producing a faster tracking tim e, while still 
satisfying the tracking tolerance. Of course, we could continue to iterate the process in 
the  hope th a t we might converge to yet b e tte r solutions.
Figures 4.10 to 4.13 summarise the results of 10 such iterations. Clearly , there are 
b e tte r  solutions than  th a t for the initial iteration. Also, we note th a t whilst the tracking 
errors violate the prescribed tolerances during the second iteration, the iterative process 
does converge, although the solutions oscillate in a region ra ther th an  converging to 
a  point. This is not surprising since there are different disturbance processes acting 
between successive iterations.
From this example it appears th a t the  proposed m ethod works well to  achieve 
robust sub-optim al tracking after one iteration, bu t th a t further iterations do yield 
b e tte r  results.
s
Figure 4.2: Phase Plane P lot of the Initial T rajectory
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Figure 4.3: Tracking Errors - Initial Trajectory
Figure 4.4: Normalised Command Torque - Initial Trajectory
Figure 4.5: Acceleration Disturbances - Iteration 1
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s
Figure 4.6: Predicted Compensation Torques and Bounds - Iteration 1
x 10"3
-----predicted
—  actual
s
Figure 4.7: Predicted and Actual Tracking Errors - Iteration 1
s
s
Figure 4.8: Actual Compensation Torques and Predicted Bounds - Iteration 1
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Figure 4.9: Normalised Command Torque - Iteration 1
iteration
Figure 4.10: Tracking Time for 10 Iterations
iteration
Figure 4.11: Maximum Error in Tracking For 10 Iterations
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iteration
Figure 4.12: Torque Utilisation and Clipping For 10 Iterations
----- joint 1
-  -  joint 2
iteration
Figure 4.13: Proportional Gains For 10 Iterations
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) Tutil Td tP . kp
0 9.513 0.0117 0.0139 0.9838 0.0797 100.0 100.0
1 10.183 0.0035 0.0009 0.6939 0 191.4 942.2
2 9.983 0.0057 0.0018 0.7564 0.0001 157.4 592.6
3 10.187 0.0026 0.0010 0.6870 0.0003 368.0 936.9
4 10.047 0.0042 0.0013 0.7324 0.0000 177.8 676.2
5 10.073 0.0031 0.0013 0.7245 0.0000 229.2 743.8
6 10.013 0.0049 0.0011 0.7422 0.0001 160.7 810.3
7 10.137 0.0026 0.0011 0.7086 0.0000 318.1 735.3
8 10.043 0.0051 0.0014 0.7290 0.0000 164.0 689.9
9 10.183 0.0023 0.0010 0.6853 0.0000 346.9 824.6
10 10.017 0.0046 0.0013 0.7392 0.0000 157.4 671.9
Table 4.1: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Example Path
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4 .6  R o b u stn ess  o f  th e  M e th o d
Whilst the results for the example in § 4.5 were good, they do not guarantee that the 
method will work well for all achievable tasks (remember that there are tasks which are 
not achievable - either the disturbance accelerations are too high and/or the desired 
tolerance too small so that the compensation torques may be greater than those torques 
available). We wish to test the method’s general utility as a “black box” solution. Thus, 
we wish to assess the robustness of the method over a much larger range of tasks.
To this end, we applied the method to 10 randomly generated paths. The paths 
were generated as two independent random n ’th order polynomial functions of the path 
parameter s, one for each joint, using the following procedure:
1. Set the limits on the joint angle range.
2. Randomly select n +  1 points that lay within the joint limits.
3. Associate a value of s with each point, with the s values spaced at equal intervals 
within the range s E [so,s/].
4. Determine the n ’th order polynomial such that the resulting parametric path 
passes through the n +  1 points at the appointed values of s.
5. If points on the polynomial lay outside the joint limits, then rescale the polynomial 
such that all points in the range s E [so, s^] lie within the joint limits (note that 
this will mean that the original points may not be part of the new polynomial).
Note that in our experimental system, § 1^ .3, we may store up to a maximum o/12s of 
data. Thus, we do not wish that a time-optimal trajectory calculated using one of these 
parameterisations takes longer than 12s to complete. To prevent this, we simply limit 
the parameter range.
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The 10 paths produced by this procedure are displayed in the Cartesian space 
in Appendix 4.A. Note that the procedure produces paths which exercise a large 
proportion of the workspace and possess some very demanding features, which is what 
we desire.
For each experiment, we chose the tracking tolerance to be e =  (0.005,0.005)T rad, 
which equates to approximately 5mm-6mm in the end-effector position. For the initial 
closed-loop experiment for each path, we set the values of the controller gains to be 
kp = (100,100)T. We iterated the procedure 9 times for each path. The results of all 
of our experiments are detailed in Tables 4.2 to 4.11 below.
The results are excellent. In all cases, the first iteration of the process provided a 
time-optimal trajectory which, when applied to the closed-loop system, yielded tracking 
errors within the specified tolerances.
The increases in elapsed time over the “theoretical” time-optimal ranged between 
7% and 28%. The torque utilisation ranged from Tutu «  0.4 and rutn «  0.75. In 
some cases the commanded torques were clipped, which is undesirable since it is when 
the system saturates that the ability to control the errors is lost, but not significantly 
enough to cause the tracking bounds to be violated.
Although for certain tasks the torque utilisation resulting from the first iteration 
of the process is low, the results might be still deemed acceptable. Such a decision 
would depend, in part, on how many times the manufacturing task is to be repeated - 
for example, to cut 20 parts or 20,000 ? For large manufacturing runs, an attempt to 
increase the torque utilisation/decrease the elapsed time might be deemed worthwhile. 
In such cases, further iterations might then yield better solutions.
Indeed, subsequent iterations of the process did produce better solutions, whose 
tracking errors still satisfied the specified tolerances but with significant increases in 
torque utilisation and reductions in elapsed time compared to those of the first iteration 
(for path 10, for example, the increase in the elapsed time was reduced from 28% 
compared to the nominal to approximately 10%). Also, the clipping of the command
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torques was reduced to negligible levels, as desired. Whilst some solutions slightly 
violate the tracking tolerance, there are always adjacent solutions which do satisfy 
the criteria for little or no loss in time. (Of course, we would not expect the results 
to be exact since the additional noise processes acting during each iteration differ 
between successive iterations.) The method converged to some region in all cases. We 
have indicated the point at which we deem the method to have converged (which is 
subjective) by an asterisk (*) in the tables.
From all of these examples it appears that the proposed method works well to 
achieve robust sub-optimal tracking after one iteration, but that again, further itera­
tions do yield better results.
Even with the increase in torque utilisation, the utilisation for certain examples 
remains relatively low (for example, for paths 5, 8 and 10). However, we would not 
expect this to be perfect because of the changing noise processes between iterations. In 
the next chapter, we will seek to address the issue of utilising more fully the available 
torques.
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  ( s ) max* |e(t)| ( r a d ) Tutil Td i p kp
0 9.597 0.0125 0.0090 0.9819 0.0768 100.0 100.0
1 10.290 0.0030 0.0035 0.7487 0.0004 268.8 157.4
2 9.960 0.0061 0.0035 0.8183 0.0006 139.4 148.2
3* 10.170 0.0042 0.0038 0.7690 0.0005 220.1 148.2
4 10.033 0.0053 0.0034 0.7930 0.0001 147.9 167.2
5 10.093 0.0044 0.0036 0.7837 0.0002 174.5 147.5
6 10.020 0.0049 0.0037 0.8011 0.0004 164.2 152.3
7 10.080 0.0043 0.0034 0.7858 0.0016 190.3 161.7
8 10.057 0.0051 0.0036 0.7830 0.0001 156.5 161.7
9 10.060 0.0047 0.0038 0.7891 0.0003 182.9 157.0
Table 4.2: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path 1
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Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* \e(t)\  ( rad) r util Tel ip K
0 9.007 0.0164 0.0231 0.9927 0.1313 100.0 100.0
1 10.440 0.0024 0.0027 0.6151 0.0000 381.2 750.8
2 9.473 0.0051 0.0050 0.7888 0.0003 166.6 334.1
3* 9.863 0.0039 0.0034 0.7037 0.0002 218.7 589.3
4 9.640 0.0042 0.0041 0.7437 0.0000 192.6 444.4
5 9.797 0.0037 0.0035 0.7076 0.0000 217.8 515.6
6 9.623 0.0041 0.0039 0.7525 0.0000 204.9 389.2
7 9.693 0.0039 0.0046 0.7398 0.0000 211.1 389.2
8 9.743 0.0043 0.0036 0.7164 0.0000 198.5 533.3
9 9.777 0.0037 0.0043 0.7193 0.0000 236.1 500.6
Table 4.3: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path 2
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* je(t)| ( rad) T'util Tclip K
0 9.633 0.0203 0.0141 0.9508 0.0777 100.0 100.0
1 10.757 0.0028 0.0016 0.5689 0.0000 325.0 789.1
2 10.290 0.0062 0.0046 0.6635 0.0001 167.5 375.2
3* 10.480 0.0040 0.0031 0.6200 0.0003 271.6 519.7
4 10.330 0.0050 0.0028 0.6573 0.0000 206.2 519.7
5 10.413 0.0041 0.0027 0.6273 0 231.0 589.7
6 10.353 0.0050 0.0031 0.6426 0 224.1 517.3
7 10.400 0.0038 0.0031 0.6386 0.0000 272.6 485.5
8 10.350 0.0050 0.0031 0.6473 0 223.3 485.5
9 10.410 0.0036 0.0027 0.6395 0.0000 271.9 556.1
Table 4.4: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path 3
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* \e(t)\  ( rad) Tutil Tel ip kp
0 9.513 0.0178 0.0136 0.9946 0.1146 100.0 100.0
1 10.350 0.0030 0.0035 0.6889 0 310.9 712.5
2 9.957 0.0055 0.0048 0.7911 0.0001 169.9 317.3
3* 10.120 0.0045 0.0031 0.7391 0.0000 208.8 536.8
4 10.033 0.0051 0.0039 0.7600 0.0001 196.4 438.1
5 10.153 0.0046 0.0034 0.7352 0.0001 234.0 545.0
6 10.093 0.0044 0.0031 0.7528 0.0001 234.0 444.7
7 10.087 0.0043 0.0036 0.7560 0 220.0 444.7
8 10.017 0.0051 0.0039 0.7620 0.0001 206.9 480.3
9 10.107 0.0040 0.0033 0.7432 0.0000 231.7 480.3
Table 4.5: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path  4
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Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(i)| (rad) T u til Tel ip kp
0 7.633 0.0126 0.0117 0.8514 0.0093 100.0 100.0
1 9.417 0.0039 0.0019 0.4152 0.0004 325.0 635.9
2 8.750 0.0056 0.0071 0.4919 0.0004 236.4 176.3
3 8.933 0.0041 0.0029 0.4659 0.0003 284.1 364.7
4 8.770 0.0054 0.0039 0.4842 0.0001 232.7 253.9
5 8.747 0.0052 0.0057 0.4784 0.0001 244.7 223.4
6* 8.723 0.0044 0.0043 0.4830 0.0001 256.5 335.3
7 8.663 0.0050 0.0047 0.4970 0.0001 241.1 294.7
8 8.757 0.0045 0.0045 0.4885 0 264.8 294.7
9 8.690 0.0050 0.0044 0.4877 0.0001 248.9 276.9
Table 4.6: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path  5
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* Je(i)| (rad) Tu til Tel ip kp
0 9.083 0.0118 0.0098 0.8922 0.0320 100.0 100.0
1 10.410 0.0032 0.0025 0.4985 0 339.1 463.7
2 9.873 0.0060 0.0061 0.6002 0.0004 195.1 165.9
3* 10.050 0.0044 0.0045 0.5743 0.0000 258.0 241.5
4 9.893 0.0054 0.0050 0.5950 0.0003 227.0 212.5
5 10.043 0.0043 0.0043 0.5730 0.0000 263.2 231.2
6 9.857 0.0053 0.0055 0.5975 0.0000 223.7 203.6
7 10.063 0.0045 0.0034 0.5692 0.0000 260.0 259.8
8 9.897 0.0060 0.0059 0.5922 0.0001 221.0 181.7
9 10.053 0.0046 0.0038 0.5763 0.0000 257.5 257.0
Table 4.7: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path  6
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) T u til T clip kp
0 9.283 0.0125 0.0148 0.8833 0.0220 100.0 100.0
1 11.000 0.0041 0.0012 0.4624 0 353.1 1018.8
2 10.083 0.0055 0.0071 0.5865 0.0006 213.7 167.6
3* 10.297 0.0045 0.0023 0.5342 0.0001 250.6 771.7
4 10.247 0.0051 0.0048 0.5619 0.0001 235.6 248.0
5 10.210 0.0054 0.0028 0.5451 0.0000 247.5 693.5
6 10.337 0.0064 0.0042 0.5474 0.0001 271.0 287.7
7 10.253 0.0045 0.0025 0.5337 0 254.7 655.8
8 10.263 0.0048 0.0041 0.5584 0.0000 239.4 292.6
9 10.193 0.0048 0.0028 0.5461 0 239.4 660.3
Table 4.8: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path  7
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Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(£)| (rad) Tutil T d i p kp
0 9.670 0.0128 0.0060 0.8578 0.0063 100.0 100.0
1 11.527 0.0046 0.0025 0.4225 0.0002 493.8 186.1
2 10.637 0.0054 0.0056 0.5144 0.0011 229.2 87.1
3* 10.590 0.0049 0.0031 0.5183 0.0000 265.3 183.0
4 10.607 0.0059 0.0029 0.5063 0.0001 265.3 150.6
5 10.557 0.0052 0.0046 0.5256 0.0003 249.4 93.5
6 10.580 0.0054 0.0032 0.5228 0.0001 261.1 141.4
7 10.603 0.0048 0.0050 0.5139 0.0003 284.2 83.9
8 10.550 0.0052 0.0048 0.5230 0.0008 258.5 83.9
9 10.600 0.0051 0.0040 0.5163 0.0001 270.1 103.1
Table 4.9: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path  8
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) Tutil T d i p kp
0 9.280 0.0152 0.0285 0.9076 0.0774 100.0 100.0
1 10.963 0.0031 0.0046 0.4955 0.0009 423.4 559.4
2 10.020 0.0065 0.0029 0.6082 0.0005 223.2 422.0
3 10.270 0.0044 0.0064 0.5971 0.0007 320.3 241.8
4* 10.150 0.0051 0.0028 0.5828 0.0002 281.5 464.8
5 10.173 0.0042 0.0051 0.5962 0.0000 303.9 237.4
6 10.103 0.0056 0.0034 0.5937 0.0002 258.0 423.4
7 10.197 0.0045 0.0040 0.5907 0 304.4 268.4
8 10.063 0.0054 0.0045 0.5983 0 276.8 286.9
9 10.157 0.0045 0.0031 0.5816 0 310.7 434.2
Table 4.10: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path 9
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t) | (rad) T util T d i p kp
0 9.213 0.0145 0.0104 0.8686 0.0265 100.0 100.0
1 11.817 0.0031 0.0049 0.3912 0.0021 423.4 1018.8
2 10.543 0.0066 0.0042 0.4682 0.0012 229.6 892.7
3* 10.440 0.0045 0.0024 0.4705 0.0002 325.9 782.3
4 10.297 0.0048 0.0050 0.5066 0.0002 296.3 251.4
5 10.473 0.0045 0.0019 0.4850 0.0001 278.4 844.9
6 10.370 0.0054 0.0049 0.5093 0.0003 261.6 349.2
7 10.363 0.0047 0.0019 0.4793 0.0002 284.7 930.5
8 10.307 0.0055 0.0056 0.5216 0.0004 267.5 297.7
9 10.467 0.0046 0.0019 0.4777 0.0000 301.9 885.5
Table 4.11: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results - Random Path  10
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4 .7  T ech n ica l N o te
The random paths tha t we used caused large forces to be exerted on the robot. As we 
stepped through the experiments, these forces caused substantial backlash to develop in 
the elbow joint. The implication of this can be seen clearly in the results tables, where 
the performance in terms of both the maximum errors and torque utilisation degraded 
significantly for the later paths. It is interesting to note tha t even in the presence of 
the backlash, the method still proffers useful results.
After having fixed the backlash, we decided tha t it might be useful to perform some 
of the experiments again, primarily to confirm the tru th  of our assumption th a t the 
degradation in performance was due to the backlash. We decided not to perform all 
of the experiments, for fear of provoking further backlash or potentially more serious 
damage, instead limiting ourselves to performing experiments for two of the random 
paths which were most visibly affected by the backlash; path 6 which had many outlying 
points prior to the backlash being fixed, and path 10 which previously had relatively 
poor torque utilisation.
As part of this action, it came to our attention tha t the removal of the backlash had 
caused the dynamics of the robot to change significantly enough to make the model 
param eters quite poor. This made it necessary to re-identify the parameters prior to 
running the examples again. The new parameters are shown in Table 4.12.
Because of the change in the model parameters, and because of our desire to compare 
results from this scheme with results from an extension to this scheme which we will 
present in the next chapter, we also chose to run the process again for the example 
path of § 4.5 and for random path 2, both of which we will revisit in the next chapter.
The results from the example path, and from random paths 2, 6 and 10 are displayed 
in Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 respectively.
The results for the example path are very similar here to before, c.f. Table 4.1. 
The torque utilisation is almost the same, although the tracking errors are a little more
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Param eter Value Units Represents
h i 1.0456 N m s 2/rad Inertia  term s
f  12 =  /2 1 0.5228 N m s 2/rad
911 2.7238 N m s 2/rad
91 2  =  921 1.3619 N m s 2/rad
h \ \ 30.3078 N m s 2/rad
h \ 2  —  ^ 21 2.5433 N m s 2/rad
h>22 14.8486 N m s 2/rad
U l -2.7238 N m s 2/rad2 Centrifugal
U2 1.3619 N m s 2/rad2 and coriolis
V l -1.3619 N m s 2/rad2 term s
W \ 1.0456 N m s 2/rad2
U>2 -0.5228 N m s 2/rad2
X l 0.5228 N m s 2/rad2
f l p 16.1108 N m Friction term s
f i n -12.8595 N m
f l p 12.3031 N m
f i n -12.6793 N m
b i p 23.6082 N m s/ r a d
b l n 29.7581 N m s / r a d
b2p 20.7015 N m s / r a d
b2n 18.3675 N m s / r a d
h 0.6100 m Length of links
h 0.5800 m 1 and 2
Table 4.12: Re-Identified SC ARA M anipulator Param eter D ata
tightly  constrained (there are no outlying points). This is not wholly surprising since 
the backlash was only beginning to develop when we ran  the original experim ents for 
th is path . Similarly, the results for random  pa th  2 are close to  the  original results with 
only a small increase in the torque utilisation, c.f. Table 4.3.
However, the results for random  paths 6 and 10 are much be tte r, in term s of both  
outlying points and torque utilisation, c.f. Tables 4.7 and 4.11. There is now only one 
outlying point (which occurs in the second iteration for pa th  6) and the utilisation has 
increased from Tu t u  ~  0(0 .58) to  ~  0(0.72) for pa th  6, and from Tu t n  ~  0 (0 .5 ) to 
~  0(0 .65) for pa th  10.
It is clear th a t w ithout the effect of backlash, the results we obtain are excellent, w ith 
fast convergence, minimal outlying points, and significantly higher torque utilisation.
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Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t) | (rad) T u til Tel ip K
0 9.487 0.0151 0.0129 0.9815 0.0734 100.0 100.0
1 10.153 0.0036 0.0010 0.6910 0.0002 465.6 1095.3
2 9.927 0.0043 0.0017 0.7645 0.0001 156.2 655.1
3 10.043 0.0028 0.0015 0.7250 0.0000 325.0 942.2
4 9.977 0.0041 0.0014 0.7443 0.0000 170.3 903.9
5 10.007 0.0033 0.0016 0.7423 0.0002 296.9 712.5
6 9.997 0.0041 0.0013 0.7326 0 198.4 942.2
7 10.030 0.0034 0.0014 0.7241 0 268.8 827.3
8 9.990 0.0036 0.0013 0.7390 0 226.6 865.6
9 9.983 0.0034 0.0016 0.7480 0.0001 254.7 827.3
Table 4.13: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results with Backlash 
Removed - Example Path
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) maxt |e(£)| (rad) T util T clip kp
0 8.910 0.0139 0.0228 0.9916 0.1153 100.0 100.0
1 10.337 0.0020 0.0020 0.6343 0.0001 606.2 827.3
2 9.303 0.0056 0.0061 0.8272 0.0012 170.3 291.4
3 9.857 0.0028 0.0024 0.6886 0.0000 268.8 789.1
4 9.410 0.0048 0.0053 0.7752 0.0009 170.3 482.8
5 9.757 0.0028 0.0038 0.6977 0.0006 240.6 789.1
6 9.570 0.0045 0.0034 0.7358 0.0001 163.3 712.5
7 9.443 0.0043 0.0046 0.7785 0.0004 184.4 406.2
8 9.587 0.0031 0.0037 0.7405 0.0000 240.6 559.4
9 9.537 0.0048 0.0047 0.7515 0.0003 170.3 559.4
Table 4.14: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results with Backlash 
Removed - Random Path 2
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) T util T clip kp
0 8.903 0.0176 0.0131 0.9744 0.0690 100.0 100.0
1 10.253 0.0027 0.0022 0.5799 0.0003 493.8 348.8
2 9.390 0.0057 0.0048 0.7466 0.0008 156.2 186.1
3 9.700 0.0034 0.0045 0.6620 0.0001 296.9 243.6
4 9.493 0.0047 0.0030 0.7144 0.0000 184.4 329.7
5 9.533 0.0037 0.0046 0.7070 0.0002 240.6 234.0
6 9.467 0.0047 0.0028 0.7226 0.0001 184.4 329.7
7 9.533 0.0037 0.0041 0.7059 0.0001 226.6 253.1
8 9.470 0.0040 0.0033 0.7172 0.0001 212.5 291.4
9 9.470 0.0039 0.0044 0.7266 0.0003 212.5 234.0
Table 4.15: Robust Time-Optimal Trajectory Planning Results with Backlash 
Removed - Random Path 6
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Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* \e( t ) \  ( r a d ) Tutil 7clip k p
0 9.197 0.0138 0.0119 0.9672 0.0663 100.0 100.0
1 10.473 0.0030 0.0016 0.5630 0.0010 381.2 1171.9
2 9.877 0.0043 0.0050 0.6707 0.0003 184.4 214.8
3 10.010 0.0037 0.0013 0.6270 0.0001 240.6 1018.8
4 9.847 0.0040 0.0050 0.6801 0.0001 198.4 291.4
5 10.007 0.0041 0.0015 0.6396 0.0001 212.5 1095.3
6 9.903 0.0036 0.0048 0.6683 0.0000 226.6 272.3
7 9.917 0.0041 0.0025 0.6564 0.0005 212.5 1018.8
8 9.953 0.0039 0.0024 0.6483 0.0002 240.6 482.8
9 9.883 0.0038 0.0031 0.6733 0.0001 226.6 482.8
Table 4.16: Robust Tim e-Optim al Trajectory Planning Results w ith Backlash 
Removed - Random  P a th  10
4 .8  C on clu sion s
We have proposed a m ethod which uses the theory developed in C hapter 3 to identify 
the robot modelling errors as disturbances in joint accelerations, and to use these to 
pred ict th e  torque levels and controller gains required to com pensate for these d istu r­
bances and so to enable the planning of a robust tim e-optim al trajectory. Experim ental 
results confirm th a t this theory can be applied in practice with excellent results.
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A p p e n d ix
4 .A  R o b u st T ra jectory  P la n n in g  - R a n d o m  P a th s
Order 7, s 6 [3.000,6.283]
<11 92
ao -1 .SOöe-l-OO 2.372e-01
ai 3.642e+00 -1.677e+01
a 2 6.736e+00 4.185e+01
G3 -1.486e+01 -3.783e+01
a4 9.047e+00 1.639e+01
as -2.453e+00 -3.712e+00
& 6 3.112e-01 4.240e-01
a? -1.507e-01 -1.928e-02
limits 2.000 2.000
____
x (m)
Figure 4.14: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 1
-1  -0 .5  0 0.5 1
x (m)
Order 9 , s E  [0.500,5.500]
91 92
ao -5.301e-01 -9.206e-01
ai -1.680e+01 -1.497e+01
a2 6.348e+01 6.322e+01
«3 -9.408e+01 -8.134e+01
Ö4 7.286e+01 4.981e+01
as -3.270e+01 -1.660e+01
c l q 8.799e+00 3.089e+00
&7 -1.399e+00 -3.012e-01
08 1.209e-01 1.199e-02
ag -4.379e-03 -1.690e-14
limits 2.000 2.000
Figure 4.15: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 2
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x (m)
Order 7 [1.500,6.283]
91 92
do 4.900e-01 6.326e-01
al 1.438e+01 -2.781e+00
0 2 -4.234e+01 1.165e+01
«3 3.996e+01 -1.550e+01
a 4 -1.750e+01 8.400e+00
0 5 3.914e+00 -2.167e+00
0 6 -4.344e-01 2.670e-01
0 7 1.898e-02 -1.266e-02
limits 2.000 2.000
Figure 4.16: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path D ata - Path 3
Order 5, s E [1.800,6.200]
91 92
oo -7.997e-01 5.530e-01
Ol 1.086e+01 -7.072e+00
02 -1.350e+01 1.101e+01
03 5.911e+00 -5.545e+00
04 -1.069e-f00 1.093e+00
05 6.806e-02 -7.357e-02
limits 2.000 2.000
Figure 4.17: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path D ata - Path 4
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Order 5, s G [0.000,6.283]
Qi 92
do 4.648e-01 7.624e-01
a i 5.157e+00 3.476e+00
02 -7.392e+00 -4.556e+00
A3 3.285e+00 1.801e+00
d4 -5.842e-01 -2.899e-01
05 3.610e-02 1.662e-02
limits 1.5708 1.5708
x (m)
Figure 4.18: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 5
-1  -0 .5  0 0.5 1
x (m)
Order 5, s e [0.000,6.283]
91 92
ao -1.605e-01 -8.609e-01
a i -5.109e+00 -3.573e+00
02 6.114e+00 5.359e+00
0 3 -2.771e+00 -2.215e+00
d4 5.287e-01 3.728e-01
0 5 -3.534e-02 -2.253e-02
limits 1.5708 1.5708
Figure 4.19: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 6
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Order 7, s e [0.000,5.500]
91 92
ao 8.629e-01 9.067e-01
ai -9.640e-02 6.572e+00
CL2 -1.120e+01 -1.985e+01
a 3 1.588e+01 1.834e+01
a4 -8.716e+00 -7.901e+00
as 2.297e+00 1.758e+00
CLq -2.906e-01 -1.969e-01
a 7 1.417e-02 8.783e-03
limits 1.5708 1.5708
x (m )
Figure 4.20: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 7
Order 3, s E [0.000,6.000]
9i 92
ao 1.683e-l-00 -1.330e+00
ai -5.358e+00 -1.482e+00
0-2 2.303e+00 9.098e-01
0-3 -2.443e-01 -9.653e-02
limits 2.000 2.000
Figure 4.21: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 8
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Order 6, s € [0.000,4.700]
9i 92
do -3.133e-01 1.795e+00
a\ -9.801e-f00 -7.490e-01
d2 1.790e+01 4.264e+00
03 -1.105e+01 -5.394e+00
CI4 3.207e+00 2.310e+00
«5 -4.446e-01 -4.034e-01
06 2.358e-02 2.478e-02
limits 2.000 2.000
x (m)
Figure 4.22: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 9
Order 8, s 6 [0.000,3.700]
91 92
oo 7.864e-01 -5.666e-02
Oi -2.583e+01 9.620e+00
02 7.816e+01 -4.051e+01
03 -8.942e+01 5.298e+01
C L 4 5.191e+01 -3.361e+01
05 -1.682e+01 1.162e+01
06 3.078e-f"00 -2.234e+00
07 -2.973e-01 2.238e-01
08 1.177e-02 -9.105e-03
limits 2.000 2.000
Figure 4.23: Cartesian Space Path and Generating Path Data - Path 10
C h ap ter  5
Closed-Loop Trajectory  
G eneration for R obust 
T im e-O ptim al Path  Tracking
A bstract
In the previous chapter, we developed a method for planning robust “time-optimal” ref­
erence trajectories for robots under computed-torque control. The scheme was based on 
the idea of holding enough torque on reserve during trajectory planning to ensure that 
the actuators would not saturate due to disturbances. This, together with the correct 
controller gain settings, ensured that the tracking was accurate to a specified tolerance. 
In this chapter, we extend that approach to a less conservative “closed-loop” architec­
ture for “on-line trajectory generation” which is similar to Dahl and Nielsen’s scheme 
for “on-line trajectory time-scaling”. We propose a feedback control law for setting 
the reference path acceleration such that path tracking is nearly time-optimal, robustly 
controllable, and accurate to a prescribed tolerance. We show how this law can be de­
termined off-line using shooting methods and implemented with little on-line memory. 
Experimental results demonstrate that the tracking times are reduced compared to our 
previous approach, while the tracking accuracy and robustness remain approximately 
the same.
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5.1 In tro d u ctio n
In C hapter 4 we proposed a scheme for planning robust “tim e-optim al” trajectories for 
robots under com puted-torque control. This scheme is based on the experim ental iden­
tification of the unmodelled dynamics as joint acceleration disturbances and a theory 
for relating such disturbances to the tracking performance of a robot under com puted- 
torque control. The theory allows identification of the torque margins th a t need to be 
held in reserve and the controller gains th a t are required to reject the  expected levels 
of disturbance, so th a t tracking is accurate to a prescribed tolerance.
We note, however, th a t the compensation torques with which we define the “robust” 
tim e-optim al tra jectory  are “worst-case” . This means th a t if the on-line d isturbance is 
less th an  this upper figure, then the torques will not be being fully utilised, i.e. there 
will be room for improvement. Certainly, the example in § 4.5 would suggest th a t 
th is is the case since the actual disturbance is well inside the disturbance “envelope” 
for much of the tim e (c./. Figure 4.8), and where the average utilisation m easure is 
approxim ately 0.75 (versus a possible maximum value of 1.0 when a t least one of the 
m otors is always operating a t its full potential).
In th is chapter, we extend our previous approach to  a more general architecture 
for on-line tra jecto ry  generation, similar to th a t of Dahl and Nielsen [22, 23, 24]. In 
th is architecture, shown in Figure 5.1, the on-line trajectory integrator produces a ref­
erence jo in t tra jectory  q r (t) in response to  an input pa th  acceleration s. Note th a t 
q r (t) =  f(s ( t) )  where f(s) denotes the prescribed pa th  param eterised by s. Because s 
is generated on-line as a feedback function of the  plant and tra jec to ry  generator sta tes, 
we call this a  closed-loop trajectory generator (in contrast to  the  tra jec to ry  generation 
used in C hapter 4 which is open-loop). Dahl and Nielsen’s scheme differs from th is in 
th a t they use a dynamic control law in place of the sta te  feedback function u (s, s, q, q).
The m ain contribution of this work is a proposal for a  s ta te  feedback law u(s, s, q, q) 
th a t  ensures near tim e-optim al pa th  tracking accurate to  a prescribed tolerance, and 
robust to experim entally identified levels of disturbance. This control law takes the
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Robot
qr = f'(s)s + f ”{s)s2
Computed
Torque
Tracking
Controller
Actuator
Saturation
Trajectory Integrator
Feedback Law
Robot Under Computed-Torque Control
Closed-Loop Trajectory Generator
Figure 5.1: Closed-Loop Architecture for On-Line Trajectory Generation
form
s = u(s, s, q, q)
=  sat(ä-,'s,s)
where
<7 =  <r(s,s)
s =  s (s ,s ,q ,q )  
s = s(s, s, q , q)
Here, <j ( s , s ) represents a path acceleration policy tha t is planned off-line and imple­
mented on-line subject to saturation limits s and s.
The limits s and s are computed on-line and represent bounds on the values of s 
th a t may be imposed at the current instant without over-saturating any of the joint 
actuators. If either s =  s or s =  s is applied, then at least one actuator will be exactly 
saturated and none will be over-saturated.
The planning of ä(s, s ) occurs off-line in the (s, s) phase plane. It involves the deter­
mination of a phase plane region Cwc that is controllable under worst-case disturbance
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assum ptions. The acceleration policy cf(s, s) is simply to seek the boundary of Cwc and 
then  to  track it.
In § 5.2 we present our new approach. We develop equations for com puting s and 
s and for making off-line predictions for these on-line bounds. We define worst-case 
admissible, worst-case controllable, and worst-case unreachable regions of the phase 
plane and present an algorithm  for com puting their boundaries. We then  present and 
justify  the  proposed feedback control law. In § 5.3 we discuss the application of the 
new approach, and in § 5.4 we re-visit our experim ental system and the performance 
m easures for the experiments. In § 5.5 we present some experim ental results which 
illustrate  the  m ethod. In § 5.6 we dem onstrate the robustness of the m ethod by ap­
plying the m ethod to several paths and compare the results w ith the previous m ethod 
developed in C hapter 4. Finally, in § 5.7 we draw conclusions.
5.2  R o b u st C losed -L oop  T rajectory  G en era tio n
5.2.1 P a th  A cceleration  B ounds
To extend the m ethod of C hapter 4 to the architecture shown in Figure 5.1, we need 
to  determ ine how much the path  acceleration s can be m odulated on-line w ithout 
sa tu ra ting  any actuators. This is im portant because the system  (3.4) and equation 
(3.5), which predict the tracking error and com pensation torques, are only valid if the 
torque comm ands (3.3) are implem ented w ithout clipping.
We assume joint torque limits of the form
T(t) (q,q) < r ^  < r^ (q , q) , 1 < i  < n  . (5.1)
The constraints (5.1) then  give rise to on-line bounds for s of the form
s(s , s, q, q) < s < s(s, s ,q , q) . (5.2)
Explicit expressions for s(-) and s(-) are derived in Appendix 5.A based on the substi­
tu tio n  of (3.3) into (5.1) with q r (t) =  f(s ( t)) .
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Further, assuming that the compensation torques generated on-line will be bounded 
by equations of the form
T.pdis ) — ”^pd(s ) ^  7*pd(s) 5 (5.3)
and assuming that q(f) «  f(s(t)), then bounds on s and s can be predicted off-line:
lmin(s >s) < l <  i m a x ( s > s )  , (5.4)
® m t n ( S ) S )  ^  S ^  S m a i ( ® > ® )  • (5.5)
The inequalities (5.4) and (5.5) are derived in Appendix 5.B, including explicit expres­
sions for Smtn(s,s), smax(s,s), smin{s,s)  and smax{s,s).
Because these bounds are functions of s and s only, we can use them to plan the 
control of s off-line in the (s, s) plane. Furthermore, we can plan the control of s 
knowing that its on-line range will include the worst case interval
£ m a i ( M )  < 8 < Sm i n ( s , s )  . (5.6)
5.2.2 W orst-C ase A dm issib le, C ontrollable, and U nreachable R egions
The proposed control scheme is based on the idea of taking advantage of the available 
path acceleration s that develops on-line to generate the fastest trajectory that is worst- 
case controllable. By worst-case controllable we mean that it must be possible to reach 
the goal state from any point on the trajectory using s restricted to the worst-case 
range (5.6).
Let the worst-case controllable region Cwc be defined as the set of phase plane states 
that can reach the goal state under worst-case admissible s defined by (5.6). Figure 5.2 
shows Cwc for a typical case and is intended to illustrate the arguments below.
As an aid to determining Cwc it is helpful to define the worst-case admissible region 
Awe• Let Awe denote the phase plane region where inequalities (5.6) provide at least 
one admissible value for s, i.e.
Awe — {(sj s) : ümoi(s ,s) ^ smin(s, s)} . (5.7)
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t
So Sf
Figure 5.2: W orst-Case Admissible AwC, Controllable Cwc and Unreachable Uwc 
Regions, and the W orst-Case Tim e-O ptim al Trajectory Twc-
The boundary d A wc to A wc is determ ined by the equation s m i n { s , s) — i max(s > $) =  0. 
Note th a t  in Figure 5.2 A wc is inferred by its complement Awc-
The boundary dCwc to Cwc can be determ ined by the following procedure.
1. S tarting  from the goal sta te  (sf ,  0), integrate backwards in tim e using s = 
imax(s is) until s <  so, or until intersection with dAwc-
2. If intersection with d A wc occurs, then  track dAwC backwards in s checking at 
each point w hether a backward integration step using s — smax(s, s) achieves a 
s ta te  (s, s) € AwC-
• If it does, then  leave dAwC and integrate backwards in tim e as before.
3. Continue until s <  so
Figure 5.2 illustrates a typical case th a t does not include inadmissible islands [60]. 
The region Cwc is bounded above by the curve dCwc determ ined using the procedure 
above. Assuming th a t there are no inadmissible islands, then the area under dCwc will 
be worst-case controllable. The proof of this follows from the observation th a t all states
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above dCwc have to use s < smai(s, s), at least some of the time, to reach the goal state
( s / ,0 )T.
Let Twc denote the worst-case minimum time trajectory. By worst-case minimum 
time trajectory we mean the time-optimal trajectory going from (so,0)T to (s /,0 )T 
while respecting the worst-case path acceleration constraints (5.6). This trajectory can 
be found using shooting methods or dynamic programming and will be the same as the 
robust time-optimal trajectory generated by the method in Chapter 4.
The regions such as Uwc which lie between Twc and dCwc are worst-case unreachable 
but are also worst-case controllable. The proposed scheme seeks to reduce cycle times 
without sacrificing robustness by taking advantage of the admissible range of s that 
develops on-line to enter regions Uwc which are worst case controllable, but unreachable 
under worst case assumptions.
5.2 .3  P rop osed  Feedback C ontrol Law
Recall that the final time is inversely proportional to the area under the phase plane 
trajectory (tf = Jq* dt = f** ds). The fastest trajectory that is worst case control­
lable will be the one that most closely approximates dCwc while remaining in Cwc. This 
gives rise to the following feedback control law:
s =  sa t(ä \s , s) . (5.8)
Here, a is the value of the path acceleration s needed to intersect dCwc at the end of 
the sample period, and s and s are the on-line limits on s computed from (5.4) and
(5.5) .
At every sample period this feedback law utilises the full range of on-line admissible 
s to seek intersection with dCwc at the end of the sample period. If dCwc can be reached, 
then the feedback law (5.8) chooses s =  ä  to track it. Under worst-case assumptions
(5.6) , the trajectory will follow 7^c» but it is more likely that the on-line admissible s 
will allow entry into regions Uwc which are unreachable under worst-case assumptions.
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Im plem entation requires the off-line determ ination of the curve dCwc and its on-line 
storage as a numerical function of the pa th  position s. The scheme requires a  little more 
on-line com putation than  standard  open-loop tra jectory  generation, bu t the memory 
required for the on-line storage of dCwc is approxim ately only one-third of th a t required 
for the  on-line storage of qr(t), qr( )^ and qr(i).
5.3 A pplication of the Theory
In C hapter 4, we proposed a m ethod for predicting the torque levels and controller 
gains required to reject to  a specified level the errors which are excited by the plant- 
model disturbances during the tim e-optim al control of a m anipulator. This m ethod 
was based on the strategy of identifying the disturbance q^(i) for a tra jec to ry  close to 
the “tim e-optim al” tra jecto ry  being sought, and then using it to choose the controller 
gains and the com pensation torques to  hold in reserve.
This formed the basis of the procedure described in § 4.2.2 which began w ith an 
experim ent th a t identified qa(t) using the “theoretical” tim e-optim al tra jecto ry  as ref­
erence inpu t, and then  used the results to  choose more appropriate controller gains, 
com pensation torques, and a reference tra jec to ry  for a second experim ent. If the  per­
formance of the second experim ent was not satisfactory, q d(t) was identified from it, 
and the process continued.
We also use this procedure here, bu t we am end it to take account of the proposed 
closed-loop theory in § 5.2. The new procedure differs only in steps 7 and 9. In step 
7, we com pute the boundary dCwc to the worst-case controllable region Cwc instead 
of com puting an open-loop trajectory. In step 9, we run the closed-loop tra jecto ry  
generator to generate the reference input to  the closed-loop tracking controller, as 
opposed to  providing the open-loop tra jec to ry  directly.
T h e  A m en d ed  Id en tifica tio n  P ro ced u re
• We assume th a t we are given the p a th  in the joint space, param eterised as a
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function of the path  param eter s viz q r =  f(s ) , the nominal robot dynamics, 
torque lim its of the form
l i ( q .q )  < Ti <Ti(q,q) (5.9)
and the error tolerance e.
1. Calculate the tim e-optim al joint tra jectory  q r (t) using the torque lim its (5.9) - 
using, for example, the shooting m ethod of Bobrow et al. [8], or the  dynamic 
program m ing m ethod described in C hapter 2.
2. Choose reasonable values for the experim ental system  gains kp. (We choose 
critical dam ping, i.e. k v =  2^/k^.)
3. Drive the experim ental system  using the tim e-optim al joint tra jecto ry  q r(t) as 
reference.
4. Calculate q d(t) based on the ou tpu t of this experiment.
5. Search for the  gains k p which produce ||e||oo =  e when integrating q<i(i) through 
the error system
e(t) +  k ve(t) +  k pe(t) = q d(t) , (5.10)
and then calculate the associated compensation torques as a function of the  pa th  
position, via
r pd{s) =  M (q r (s)) | k ve(s) +  kpe(s)}  . (5.11)
6. Place an envelope around Tpc*(s) and m irror in the zero-axis to yield T pd(s) and 
r pd(s) such th a t Tpd(s) = - r pd(s).
7. Calculate the boundary dCwc to the worst-case controllable region Cwc using the 
algorithm  described in § 5.2.2, w ith £max{s,s) defined in Appendix 5.B and cal­
culated using Tpd(s) and Tpj(s ) .
8. Set the  experim ental system  gains kp to be those which yielded HeHoo =  e in 5.
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9. Run the closed-loop system  - the closed-loop tra jectory  generator s ta rts  from an 
initial sta te  (so>^o) corresponding to the desired starting  position and velocity 
(usually zero) and integrates s provided by the feedback law described in § 5.2.3.
This feedback law maximises the acceleration in a ttem pting  to drive/keep the tra ­
jectory to /o n  the worst-case controllable region boundary dCwc w ithout causing 
clipping of the commanded torques.
Note th a t  if the online disturbances are greater than  those predicted by the initial 
experim ent, then it is possible th a t s > s. In this case, we have chosen to implement 
the  control law s = ^ (s +  s).
5.4  E x p er im en ta l S y stem  and P erfo rm a n ce  M ea su res
The proposed closed-loop architecture was implem ented on the first two links of our ex­
perim ental m anipulator, the 4 degree-of-freedom SCARA arm  described in Appendix A. 
The model param eters used are those which were re-identified after the backlash was 
removed (see § 4.7 in C hapter 4), and are defined in Table 4.12 in C hapter 4. The 
torque lim its were not affected by the backlash and are defined in equation (3.8) of 
C hap ter 3.
We use the same performance measures of maximum  error, torque utilisation and 
torque clipping as we did for the examples in C hapter 4, w ith the torque utilisation 
and clipping measures defined in equations (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8).
5.5 E x a m p le
In th is section, we present some experim ental results th a t illustrate the application of 
the  m ethod to  one pa th  tracking task. In the next section we present results from 3 
random ly chosen paths by which we wish to dem onstrate the robustness of the  m ethod.
To illustrate  the new m ethod, and in order to  compare it w ith the previous robust 
tra jec to ry  planning m ethod in Chapter 4, we consider the  pa th  tracking task  th a t we
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investigated in § 4.5; to track the joint space pa th
q(s) = 91W  
92 M
I  sin(s) 
f  cos(§s)
, s € [0,27r]
in m inim um  tim e and with joint errors less than  e =  (0.005,0.0025)T rad.
The initial tim e-optim al tra jecto ry  was planned based on the model dynamics and 
assum ing the actual torque bounds, using the tra jecto ry  planning m ethod of Bobrow 
et al. [8]. This trajectory  was then applied as the reference input to the closed-loop 
system  w ithout the closed-loop tra jectory  generator in place, using kp =  (100,100)T 
for the initial values of the controller gains. This yielded the errors shown in Figure 5.3. 
The tracking is well outside the prescribed tolerance, and the plot of the normalised 
com m and torque reveals th a t one or more of the  com m anded torques is being clipped 
for a large proportion of the tim e, Figure 5.4.
The acceleration disturbance (^ ( t)  was calculated from the ou tpu t of this initial 
closed-loop experim ent and is displayed as a function of the pa th  position s  in Figure 5.5.
The error system  (5.10) was integrated w ith q j( t)  as input and w ith differing gains 
until the estim ate of the errors e(t) satisfied the prescribed tolerance. The gains which 
achieved th is were kp =  (381.2,865.6)T .
The com pensation torque T pd ( s ) was then estim ated as a  function of the pa th  posi­
tion  s  using equation (5.11), and the bounding functions r pd(s) and T pd ( s )  determ ined 
as shown in Figure 5.6.
The results produced to this point are very similar to  those presented in § 4.5 of 
the  previous chapter, c.f. Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. This is not surprising because 
the only significant difference between the two cases is th a t the  model param eters used 
here are those which were re-identified after the backlash was removed. However, it is 
a t th is point th a t the two m ethods diverge.
Instead of planning a tim e-optim al trajectory, we next planned the boundary dCwc
to  the worst-case controllable region Cwc using the m ethod described in § 5.2.2 w ith 
the torques backed off by T pd ( s ) and Tpcf(s). This is shown as the dot-dash line in
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Figure 5.7.
Finally, the closed-loop system was activated. The closed-loop trajectory generator 
started from the initial state (so^o) =  (0,0), and integrated the path acceleration s 
provided by the feedback law (5.8).
Figures 5.7 to 5.11 show plots of the results from the closed-loop scheme along with 
similar results obtained by applying the joint trajectory corresponding to the worst-case 
open-loop trajectory Twc as reference to the closed-loop system without the closed-loop 
trajectory generator. (Twc is defined using the shooting method of Bobrow et al. [8] 
with the same compensation torque bounds used to define dCwc.)
The phase plane plot in Figure 5.7 displays the boundary dCwc to the worst-case 
controllable region Cwc, the worst-case open-loop trajectory Twc, and the trajectory 
resulting from the closed-loop scheme. The plot shows that path velocity s of the 
trajectory resulting from the closed-loop scheme was everywhere greater than or equal 
to that of the equivalent trajectory resulting from the open-loop scheme, as was ex­
pected. The closed-loop scheme resulted in an elapsed time of t f  =  9.553s. This is 
significantly less than the elapsed time for the equivalent worst-case open-loop trajec­
tory, t f  =  10.130s, and is extremely close to the nominal time-optimal tracking time of 
t f  = 9.487s, calculated using the model. The closed-loop trajectory always remained 
in the worst-case controllable region, as it was supposed to.
Figure 5.8, which displays the joint errors, reveals that the closed-loop system in­
corporating the closed-loop trajectory generator tracked the path within the specified 
tolerance, and that the errors for the closed-loop case, shown by the solid lines, were 
very similar to the errors produced by the equivalent open-loop example, shown by the 
dashed lines. Further, Figure 5.9 reveals that the actual compensation torques are very 
similar to those predicted (c./. Figure 5.6), with the few minor violations of the bounds 
not being significant enough to cause a loss of tracking.
The average torque utilisation measure rutn = 0.9798 is very much higher for the 
closed-loop scheme than for the open-loop scheme, rutn =  0.7104, and very close to
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the “tru e” tim e-optim al value rutn =  1. Indeed, Figure 5.10, which displays the torque 
utilisation and torque clipping for the closed-loop experim ent, reveals th a t the actuators 
are fully utilised along much of the path , and th a t they are never oversaturated ( c.f. 
Figure 5.11 which displays similar information for the equivalent open-loop example).
It would be reasonable to stop a t this point, having achieved the desired tracking 
accuracy w ith an increase of less than  1% in the elapsed tim e and alm ost 100% torque 
utilisation. However, as in the examples in C hapter 4 we decided to iterate the m ethod 
to  see if b e tte r  solutions were available, and to  compare the convergence properties of 
the  closed-loop scheme with those of the open-loop scheme.
Figures 5.12 to 5.15 summarise the results of 9 such iterations. Indeed there are 
m arginally be tte r solutions. However, the most noticeable thing is the consistency of 
the  tracking tim es, tracking errors, torque utilisation and clipping and gains across 
the  iterations. The convergence is to a much tighter region here, compared to  the 
m ethod of the previous chapter. Certainly, the evidence supporting the validity of our 
assum ption th a t the disturbance processes acting for similar experim ents will be sim ilar 
is strengthened.
From this example it appears th a t the proposed m ethod provides close to  “tru e ” 
tim e-optim al tracking after one iteration, so th a t further iterations yield only m inimal 
improvement.
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Figure 5.3: Tracking Errors - Initial Trajectory
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Figure 5.4: Normalised Command Torque - Initial Trajectory
Figure 5.5: Acceleration Disturbance - Iteration 1
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Figure 5.6: Predicted Compensation Torques and Bounds - Iteration 1
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Figure 5.9: Actual Compensation Torques and Predicted Bounds - Iteration 1
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Figure 5.11: Open-Loop Torque Utilisation and Clipping - Iteration 1
iteration
Figure 5.12: Tracking Time for 9 Iterations
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iteration
Figure 5.13: Maximum Error in Tracking For 9 Iterations
iteration
Figure 5.14: Torque Utilisation and Clipping For 9 Iterations
iteration
Figure 5.15: Proportional Gains For 9 Iterations
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Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) Tutil 'I’dip K
0 9.487 0.0117 0.0116 0.9798 0.0669 100.0 100.0
1 9.553 0.0031 0.0012 0.9791 0.0000 381.2 865.6
2 9.527 0.0030 0.0013 0.9838 0.0000 437.5 597.7
3 9.520 0.0029 0.0013 0.9843 0.0000 437.5 635.9
4 9.520 0.0029 0.0012 0.9848 0.0000 437.5 674.2
5 9.517 0.0030 0.0012 0.9845 0.0000 437.5 712.5
6 9.517 0.0030 0.0013 0.9851 0.0000 409.4 635.9
7 9.530 0.0031 0.0013 0.9804 0.0000 437.5 635.9
8 9.530 0.0031 0.0012 0.9799 0.0000 437.5 712.5
9 9.513 0.0029 0.0014 0.9845 0.0000 437.5 635.9
Table 5.1: Closed-Loop Trajectory Generation Results - Example Path
5.6  R o b u stn ess  o f  th e  M e th o d
The results in § 5.5 were excellent. However, they do not guarantee that the method 
will work as well in all cases. We wish to test the robustness of the method over more 
than this one task.
Ideally, we would have liked to have run this process for all 10 of the random 
paths that we used in the previous chapter. However, and as discussed at the end of 
Chapter 4, such an act might well provoke the problem of backlash, or indeed other 
effects, and so we choose not to do so. Instead, we select 3 of the random paths with 
which to demonstrate the robustness of the method.
The random paths selected are path 2 which looks relatively demanding, and paths 6 
and 10 which were both affected by the backlash in the experiments of the last chapter 
and which we revisited there using the new model parameters. The full description 
of these paths is given in Appendix 4.A, and the (post-fix) time-optimal trajectory 
planning results are listed in Tables 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16.
As for each of the corresponding experiments in Chapter 4, we chose the tracking 
tolerance to be e = (0.005,0.005)T rad , and for the initial closed-loop experiment for 
each path we set the values of the controller gains to be kp =  (100,100)T. We iterated
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the procedure 9 times for each path. The results of all of our experiments are detailed 
in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 below.
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) T u til T~clip k p
0 8.910 0.0105 0.0182 0.9903 0.0977 100.0 100.0
1 9.380 0.0043 0.0027 0.8912 0.0000 550.0 712.5
Table 5.2: Closed-Loop Trajectory Generation Results - Random Path 2
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max*|e(t)| (rad) Tutu Tclip kp
0 8.903 0.0150 0.0106 0.9706 0.0580 100.0 100.0
1 9.147 0.0032 0.0033 0.9297 0.0000 409.4 291.4
2 9.227 0.0035 0.0030 0.9115 0.0000 437.5 291.4
3 9.073 0.0033 0.0032 0.9358 0.0000 465.6 253.1
4 9.030 0.0032 0.0035 0.9513 0.0000 465.6 234.0
5 9.123 0.0032 0.0036 0.9341 0.0000 465.6 234.0
6 9.153 0.0032 0.0034 0.9288 0.0000 465.6 234.0
7 9.230 0.0032 0.0037 0.9169 0.0000 465.6 234.0
8 9.133 0.0033 0.0032 0.9235 0.0000 465.6 253.1
9 9.383 0.0032 0.0037 0.8950 0.0000 465.6 234.0
Table 5.3: Closed-Loop Trajectory Generation Results - Random Path 6
Iteration
Performance Measure
t f  (s) max* |e(t)| (rad) Tutil T~clip kp
0 9.197 0.0130 0.0108 0.9631 0.0533 100.0 100.0
1 9.440 0.0035 0.0020 0.9298 0.0000 325.0 1095.3
2 9.413 0.0030 0.0041 0.9239 0.0000 325.0 310.5
3 9.347 0.0029 0.0023 0.9379 0.0000 353.1 942.2
4 9.290 0.0032 0.0042 0.9521 0.0000 325.0 291.4
5 9.393 0.0028 0.0023 0.9223 0.0000 353.1 942.2
6 9.263 0.0031 0.0035 0.9633 0.0000 325.0 406.2
7 9.310 0.0031 0.0024 0.9507 0.0000 339.1 865.6
8 9.330 0.0037 0.0034 0.9381 0.0000 325.0 406.2
9 9.380 0.0029 0.0024 0.9248 0.0000 353.1 789.1
Table 5.4: Closed-Loop Trajectory Generation Results - Random Path 10
Path  2 provides an interesting result. We stated earlier that not all tasks would 
be achievable. This would result from the tracking tolerance being set too small in
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relation to  the disturbances, providing com pensation torques which were larger than  
those available. T hat is w hat happens here. We are able to iterate the  process once, but 
the  d isturbance processes resulting from this experim ent are sufficiently different from 
the initial experiment (using the nominal trajectory) th a t the  com pensation torques 
defined are larger than  the available torques at certain configurations. This renders a 
second iteration  impossible.
Even so, the result of the first iteration is b e tte r  th an  any of the results provided 
by the previous m ethod, c.f. Table 4.14, w ith the prescribed error tolerance being 
satisfied, an elapsed tim e of t f  = 9.380s compared to a  best of t f  =  9.443s provided 
by the previous m ethod, and an average torque utilisation measure of rutn =  0.8912 
com pared to  Tutu =  0.7785.
P a ths 6 and 10 are not affected in th is way, and the results th a t we obtain are 
excellent. The schemes provide robust tracking in one iteration, with the tracking 
errors m eeting the prescribed tolerance thereafter, and rem aining relatively constant. 
The elapsed tim es resulting from the first iteration show an increase of less th an  3% 
from those for the nominal trajectories, and are much less th an  those for the previous 
m ethod. The average torque utilisation measure suggests th a t the actuators are much 
more fully utilised.
In these two cases, the advantage in further iterating the process is more pronounced 
th an  for the example in § 5.5, although it is still very small. For pa th  6, the elapsed 
tim e can be reduced to t f  — 9.030 (iteration 5), compared to t f  = 9.147 after one 
iteration . For pa th  10, the  elapsed tim e can be reduced to  t f  =  9.263 (iteration 6), 
com pared to  t f  =  9.440 after the first iteration.
Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 compare typical results for the  nominal trajectories and, 
“b e s f ’results for each of the  two m ethods, for paths 2, 6 and 10 respectively. Here, best 
is selected as the  fastest tra jecto ry  which satifies the tracking tolerance. Note th a t we 
were lim ited to  iterating the process only once for pa th  2.
From these examples, it appears th a t the  proposed m ethod works well to  achieve
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alm ost “tru e” tim e-optim al tracking after one iteration, w ith some, although lim ited 
improvement to  be gained by iterating the process further. This m ethod is superior to 
th a t presented in C hapter 4.
Experim ent
Performance M easure
t f  ( s ) max* |e(£)| ( r a d ) T u ti l Tel ip
Nominal 8.910 ~  0.01 «  0.02 ~  0.99 «  0.10
Open-Loop 9.443 0.0043 0.0046 0.7785 0.0004
Closed-Loop 9.380 0.0043 0.0027 0.8912 0.0000
Table 5.5: Comparison of M ethods - Random  P a th  2
Experim ent
Performance M easure
t f  (s ) max* |e(f)| ( r a d ) Tutil Tel IV
Nominal 8.903 ~  0.015 «  0.01 «  0.97 ~  0.06
Open-Loop 9.467 0.0047 0.0028 0.7226 0.0001
Closed-Loop 9.030 0.0032 0.0035 0.9513 0.0000
Table 5.6: Comparison of M ethods - Random  P ath  6
Experim ent
Performance M easure
t f  ( s ) max* |e(£)| ( r a d ) Tutil Tel ip
Nominal 9.197 «  0.01 «  0.01 ~  0.96 ~  0.06
Open-Loop 9.847 0.0040 0.0050 0.6801 0.0001
Closed-Loop 9.263 0.0031 0.0035 0.9633 0.0000
Table 5.7: Comparison of M ethods - Random  P a th  10
5.7 Conclusion
We have proposed a scheme for the closed-loop generation of trajectories for robust 
tim e-optim al robotic pa th  tracking. The experim ental results are consistent w ith the 
theory and dem onstrate th a t tracking times are reduced compared to  our previous 
approach in C hapter 4, while tracking accuracy and robustness rem ain approxim ately
the same.
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A p p en d ice s
5 .A  O n lin e  A d m iss ib le  s
Differentiation of qr(t) =  f(s(t)) implies that qr(t) = f'(s)s and qr(t) =  f ,(s)s+ f/,(s)s2. 
Substitution into the computed-torque control law (3.3) yields
T  —
where
and
a(s, q)s +  b(s, s, q, q) -(- r pd ,
a(s,q) = M(q)f'(s)
(5.12)
b(s, s, q, q) =  M(q)f"(s)s2 + n(q, q) .
Substitution of the expressions (5.12) for into the torque constraints (5.1) yields 
the following system of constraints
Z(l) (q, q) < a (l) (s, q)s + 6lt) (s, s, q, q) +  r^J < r (l) (q, q) . (5.13)
The inequalities (5.13) for which a^  ^  0 imply constraints on s, viz 
s(t) (s, s, q, q) < 8 < s(l) (s, s, q, q) ,
where
«(*) _  f (r (l)(q5q) -  *>(,)( M , q , q )  - r ^ ) / o W(s,q) if a(t)(s,q) > 0 
I (r (l)(q,q) -  6(t)(s ,s ,q ,q)  -  r ^ ) / a(t)(s»q) if aW(s,q) < 0
and
«(<) _  f (r(t)(q.q) - bit)(«>s»q,q) -  Tpd) /a(i)(s>q) if a(t)(*>q) > o
\  (z(t) (q, q) -  &(t) (s, S, q, q) -  T ^ ) /a (l) (s, q) if (s, q) < 0 
The simultaneous satisfaction of these constraints is equivalent to
(5.14)
(5.15)
£(»,». q,q) < * < *(«,*. q . q ) ,
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where
s =  max s^  , 
{t:a(0(s ,q )^ 0 }
and
5 =  min s 
{i:a(‘)(s,q)^0}
5.B Offline Bounds on Admissible s
If we substitute q (t) »  qr(t) =  f(s(t)) and its derivatives into the computed torque law 
(3.3), then we obtain
r  =  a(s, s)s +  b(s, s) +  , (5.16)
where
a(s) =  M (f(s))f'(s)
and
b(s, s) =  M (f(s))f"(s)s2 +  n (f(s),f'(s)s) .
The torque constraints can be written as functions of s and s viz
t ( s , s ) <  T  <  t ( s , s ) , (5.17)
where
r (s ,s )  =  r (f(s ) ,f '(s )s )  ,
and
r ( s ,s) =  r ( f ( s ) ,f '(s )s ) .
Substitution of the expressions (5.17) for into the torque constraints (5.16) 
yields the following system of constraints
r (t) (s, s) < a(l) (s)s +  b(l) (s, s) +  t£} < r W (s, s) (5.18)
The inequalities (5.18) have the same form as those in (5.13) and lead to equations 
for and s ^  in the same form as (5.14) and (5.15).
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By substitu ting  the constraints (5.3) on r^J into (5.18) and rearranging, we obtain 
the following limits on and :
( I (i))m in  < i <  ( 1 W ),
and
( s (l))mtn <  s  <  ( s (t)) m a i
where
( i W )m m  =
( S ( t ) ) m a x
( f ' U n
( r ^  — b^ ( s , s )  — T p J)/a^ (s) if a ^ ( s )  > 0 
(r^1) — 5(*)(s, s) — r^ )/a (* )(s)  if a ^ ( s )  < 0
(z h) _  6(0 (S) s) -  r£ } )/aw (s) if (s) > 0
(r^*)—&(*)($,£) —r^j)/a^(s) i f a ^ ( s ) < 0
( r ^  — b^ ( s , s )  — T ^ j) /a ^ (s )  if a ^ ( s )  > 0 
(z (d - 6 ( 0 ( s?s) -  r £ j ) / a (l)(s) if a (l>(s) < 0
and
m a x  —
( r ^  — b^  (s, s) — T^d) / a ^  (s) if (s) > 0 
( r ^  — b ^ ( s }s) — T p j) /a ^ (s )  i f a ^ ( s )  < 0
The sim ultaneous satisfaction of these constraints is equivalent to
I m m ( M )  < l <  i m a x ( s , s )
and
S m m ( S )  s )  5; $  — S m a i ( ® ) ^ )
where
and
ümin — (Ü ^ )m t n  5
im oi min (s (i)), 
"(O’
Sm in  — (® )min >
% a i  — m i n  ( s  )max • 
{t:a(')(s)^0}
C h ap ter 6
Fast Pick and P lace at 
K inem atic Singularities
A b stra ct
In this chapter, we investigate whether singular configurations may be good sites for 
high-speed pick and place operations. Motivation comes from the observation that the 
end-effector velocity can be brought to zero at a singularity without stopping the mech­
anism. This allows the robot to keep some of its kinetic energy while accomplishing 
the pick or place task and can lead to faster cycle times compared to pick and place at 
nearby regular configurations.
6.1  In tr o d u ctio n
Singular configurations of nonredundant serial m anipulators have been studied exten­
sively (see, for example, [37] and references therein), bu t few authors have suggested 
any practical uses for them . Hunt hats cited their ability to w ithstand large loads in cer­
ta in  directions [35] and it is easy to see th a t hum ans exploit the mechanical advantage 
offered by singularities in tasks such as standing, walking, weightlifting and archery
[38].
The m ain point of the work in this chapter is to suggest a  new way in which 
singular configurations m ight be exploited for practical benefit. Our proposition is
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th a t kinem atic singularities may be good sites for high-speed pick and place operations 
because they have the potential to yield faster cycle tim es compared to sites a t nearby 
regular configurations. The key to achieving this result is to exploit the m an ipu la to r’s 
ability to  stop its end-effector a t the singularity w ithout stopping the m otion of its 
links. This allows the robot to perform the pick or place operation w ithout a  complete 
loss of kinetic energy.
In § 6.2 we present a simple example th a t illustrates th is potential for cycle tim e 
reduction. In § 6.3 we discuss the problem and its constraints more generally. In § 6.4 we 
address how we might achieve the pick or place task, and we split th is into two distinct 
parts. In § 6.4.1 we derive a constraint on the jo in t pa th  kinem atics th a t ensures th a t 
the  end-effector becomes stationary  a t the singularity regardless of the pa th  tim ing, and 
derive additional kinem atic constraints which define the pa th  geometries a t and near 
the  singular configuration which are likely to result in the end-effector rem aining in the 
proxim ity of the pick and place site for longer. However, these kinem atic constraints 
do not consider the issue of tim ing and so we cannot use them  to predict the am ount 
of tim e th a t the end-effector dwells a t and /o r near the  pick and place site. Thus, 
in § 6.4.2 we convert these kinem atic pa th  constraints into dynamic constraints on 
the pa th  tim ing in an a ttem p t to ensure th a t the  end-effector stays w ithin a prescribed 
neighbourhood of the pick and place site for a chosen am ount of tim e. In § 6.5 we apply 
these constraints to the example. In § 6.6 we discuss some practical considerations and 
finally, in § 6.7 we draw conclusions.
6.2 Illustrative Exam ple
In th is section, we present an example based on an industrial SCARA robot th a t we 
have in our laboratory. In addition to illustrating the effect of interest, we a ttem p t 
to  quantify the potential for reducing cycle tim es by comparing tim e-optim al tra jec­
tories th a t use a singularity as a pick and place site to  those th a t use nearby regular 
configuration sites.
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To make the problem more tractable, we constrain the m otion of the end-effector 
to  track a given pa th  in a plane. This reduces the num ber of states in the dynamic 
optim isation problem from 4 (for our planar example), the joint displacem ents and 
velocities, to 2, the pa th  displacement and velocity. However, it should be noted th a t 
the  problem  can be solved w ithout recourse to this, as will be discussed in § 6.3.
W orkspace Boundary
Figure 6.1: 2-DOF SCARA M anipulator and Straight Line P ath
Consider the two-link m anipulator shown in Figure 6.1. The task  is to  move the end 
point on a straight line from the point A to a point B  and then back to A in m inimum  
tim e. The robot m ust s ta rt and finish a t rest, and it m ust bring the tip  velocity to  zero 
a t B  in order to perform  the pick or place operation.
We assume th a t the coordinates of A are given and th a t B  can be anywhere on a 
radial line outward from A to B*, which is on the workspace boundary. Our objective 
is to  compare tim e-optim al cycle tim es for all possible sites of B , including B* which 
corresponds to an outstretched singular configuration of the robot.
From the Jacobian equation,
x  =  J(q)q,
which m aps the jo in t velocities q £ IR2 onto the end point velocities x  E IR2, it is clear
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that if J(q) is nonsingular then q must be zero to achieve x =  0. This means that the 
robot must come to a complete stop at all sites B ^  B*. (At B*, J(q) is singular.) As 
a result, time optimal trajectories for these cases can be determined as the sum of two 
independent time-optimal trajectories: A —¥ B  and B  —» A, each starting and ending 
at rest.
To make the example realistic we use the dynamic model described in Appendix A 
which corresponds to the SCARA manipulator in our laboratory. This has the form
M (q)q +  d(q ,q) +  v(q) =  r  (6.1)
where M (q), d(q, q) and v(q) represent the mass-matrix, coriolis-centrifugal and fric­
tion vectors respectively, defined in equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4).
The parameter values for M(q), d(q, q) and v(q), identified using the standard least 
squares technique, are shown in Table 6.1. Note that in this example, the parameters 
of the cosine terms in the centrifugal-coriolis vector were not available and are set to 
zero.
The torque limits for the robot are given by
r(q ) =  max {—206.28,—1910.0 — 984.987q) 1 
r(q )  =  min {+206.28,+1910.0 -  984.987q} J 
and are due to current and voltage limits of 4A and 100V respectively.
(6 .2)
We position A at x =  ((l\ + /2)/2 ,0)T and calculate our results based on a shooting 
method similar to that described by Bobrow et al. in [8]. Figure 6.2 plots the time 
optimal A —> B  -+ A cycle times for sites J5, other than B *, versus the distance, A, 
between A and B. Confirming intuition, the curve demonstrates that the cycle time 
increases with increasing distance between points A and B.
Now let us consider motion to B = B*. The joint path
q(S) =  (  « W  )  = (  si ’ (6’3)
s E [—1.0041,1.0041], causes the end point to trace the straight lines A B* and 
B* —> A. The robot begins in an elbow-down configuration with x =  A, passes through
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Parameter Value Units Represents
/ l l -0.1718 N m s 2/rad Inertia terms
/12 =  /21 -0.0859 N m s 2/rad
9n -6.3674 N m s 2/rad
9 1 2  = 921 -3.1837 N m s 2/rad
h n 43.0900 N m s 2/rad
^12 =  h 2 i 0.1973 N m s 2/rad
h 22 21.5020 N m s 2/rad
V i s 6.3674 N m s 2/rad2 Centrifugal
V 2s -3.1837 N m s 2/rad2 and coriolis
VUls -3.1837 N m s 2/rad2 terms
V i c 0.0000 N m s 2/rad2
V 2c 0.0000 N m s 2/rad2
VJlc 0.0000 N m s 2/rad2
f l p 15.3007 N m Friction terms
f i n -14.8315 N m
f 2 p 14.0112 N m
f 2 n -14.5492 N m
1^ p 32.0320 N m s/ r a d
b l n 30.5636 N m s/ r a d
h P 19.2845 N m s / r a d
l>2 n 21.8976 N m s/ r a d
h 0.6100 m Length of links
h 0.5800 m 1 and 2
Table 6.1: SC ARA Manipulator Parameter Data
the singular configuration at x  =  B*, and finishes in an elbow-up configuration with 
x  =  A  once more.
The kinematics for this example are simply
x = f  (q)) ll cos(<7i) +  l2 cos(<7i -f q2) h  sin(<7i) +  /2 sin(<?i + q2) (6.4)
and with q  =  q(s), the Jacobian equation describing the velocity of the end-effector is
x =  J(q (s))q '(s )s , (6.5)
where the Jacobian J(q (s)) is
J (q (s)) - l l  sin(<7i(s)) -  l2 sin(gi(s) -f q2{s)) - l 2 sin(gi(s) +  g2(s))h  cos(qi(s)) +  l2 cos(qi(s) +  q2(s)) l2 cos(qi(s) +  q2(s)) , (6-6)
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Distance A from  A to B  (m ) 
Figure 6.2: Time t versus Distance A 
and the derivative of the path (6.3) is given by
q'M
sin2(s)
At the singular configuration q = 0 = s =  s* = 0, and
which is singular, as expected, and
- ( -U1- ,) ■
(6.7)
(6 .8)
(6.9)
It is clear to see that J(q(s*))q;(s*) =  0. Hence, at the singularity, q'(s) 7^  0 is in 
the null space of J(q(s)), and x = J(q(s))q ,(s)s provides x = 0 at B* regardless of s. 
That is, the velocity of the end-effector is zero at the singularity no matter how fast 
the path is traversed.
The time-optimal trajectory for this joint path is computed using the same SCARA 
dynamics, torque limits and shooting method as before.
Figure 6.2 confirms that the resulting cycle time for B *, 2.420s, is some 8% faster 
than the time-optimal cycle time of its nearest neighbouring regular configuration site, 
2.634s, and is equal to the cycle time of a site B  which is 1.5% closer to A than B*.
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Further insight can be obtained from Figure 6.3 which compares the s — s phase 
plane plots for two tim e-optim al trajectories th a t use site B*. (Note th a t the shooting 
m ethod we employ is based on finding the fastest trajectory, or maximum velocity curve, 
respecting the robot dynamics (6.1) bu t constrained w ithin a region of the s — s phase 
plane, the  admissible region A , whose boundaries are a function of the dynamics (6.1), 
the  torque lim its (6.2) and the description of the pa th  (6.3).)
- 0.2
Admissible region A- 0.6
s
Figure 6.3: Phase Plane Trajectories
The first, going directly from s =  —1.0041 to  s =  1.0041, corresponds to  the 
tra jec to ry  which does not stop at the singularity. The second plot, going from s = 
— 1.0041 to  s =  0 and then back to s =  —1.0041, results from adding a constraint th a t 
the  m anipulator m ust stop completely a t B* (when s =  0) as if B* were a  regular 
site. Because the cycle tim e is inversely proportional to  the  area under the phase plane 
tra jec to ry  (recall th a t
rh rsf dt rsf l
t f =  d t=  — ds = / — r  ds ) ,Jo Js0 ds JSo s(s)
it is clear th a t the tim e saving results from the elim ination of this constraint. The 
m anipulator keeps its kinetic energy while the  end-effector stops a t B *.
The tim e saving for th is particular example is m odest, b u t the effect is nonethe-
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less apparent. More dramatic time savings would result if the trajectory had longer 
acceleration and deceleration phases. The acceleration phases were very short for our 
example because the motors very quickly reached their velocity limit (where the back 
EMF equals the 100 volt limit of the power supply). Doubling the voltage limit for 
this example results in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 which show a more significant time saving 
of 22%, from 1.954s to 1.517s in the two cases. The cycle time equals that of a site B  
which is 15% closer to A than is B*.
Distance A from  A to B  (m)
Figure 6.4: Time t versus Distance A - Higher Voltage Limit
Figure 6.5: Phase Plane Trajectories - Higher Voltage Limit
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6.3  T h e  R ea l P ro b lem
The examples above highlight a potential for using singularities to reduce cycle times 
for pick and place operations. However, this potential is not fully exploited because the 
end-effector is artificially constrained to a path. In general, this will not be the case, 
and the problem will be one of point-to-point control where the only constraint on the 
path of the end-effector will be that it passes through the points A and B  or B*, c.f. 
Figure 6.6. (Of course, there are more complex variations of this, for example where 
more than two points are concerned, but all such cases can be broken up into smaller 
yet similar subproblems.) Furthermore, it is not clear that the robot’s end-effector will 
remain stationary at the singular site long enough to perform the pick or place task.
To determine the true time-optimal trajectory for a pick or place operation at 
a singular site, the joint path constraint must be removed and the full state (joint 
positions and velocities) dynamic optimisation problem must be solved. In addition 
to the usual stationary boundary conditions at the initial and final configurations, the
Workspace Boundary
Figure 6.6: The Generalised Case
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solution tra jecto ry  q (t) has to satisfy the following interm ediate constraint which brings 
the end-effector velocity to zero a t the pick and place site:
• C onstraint 1: q (t) m ust pass through q* w ith q  E null{J(q*)}.
where q* represents the singular joint configuration. Furtherm ore, to  ensure adequate 
tim e and precision for the pick or place operation, the solution tra jec to ry  q (t) m ust 
also satisfy the constraint:
•  C onstraint 2: x(f) m ust rem ain in a neighbourhood, e, of x* for a given duration 
T.
where x* represents the position of the singularity. Thus, the dynamic optim isation 
problem  becomes a three-point boundary value problem plus the additional constraint 
2.
Because the solution of this problem is somewhat involved and adds little physical 
insight, we choose not to  make it a  focus of th is work. Instead, we will focus on 
the  small m otion kinem atics of paths and trajectories in an e-neighbourhood of x*. 
We show below th a t constraints 1 and 2 define the true tim e-optim al tra jec to ry  in 
the  neighbourhood of q* whenever constraint 2 is active. Thus, we can determ ine 
the tra jec to ry  in the neighbourhood of q* w ithout solving the dynamic optim isation 
problem .
In the usual case J(q* ) has one degree of rank deficiency (assum ed henceforth). 
Then constraint 1 can be in terpreted  as constraining q (t) to a pa th  in the neighbour­
hood of q*. W ith  this in terpretation, constraint 2 lim its the rate  of pa th  traversal in 
the  neighbourhood of q*. Thus, if constraint 2 is active, then  the two constraints to ­
gether define the tra jecto ry  q (t) in a local sense in the neighbourhood of q*. This is a 
very useful result because it allows the full sta te  optim isation problem described above 
to  be split into two independent problems th a t have fixed initial and final boundary 
conditions and no additional constraints.
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If constraint 2 is not active, then the pa th  tim ing in the neighbourhood of q* will 
depend on the dynamics. In th is case, the optim isation problem described above can 
be solved as a three-point boundary value problem with constraint 2 excluded.
6.4 Achieving the Task at the Pick and P lace Site
In the design of a strategy to achieve the task a t the pick and place site, there are two 
questions th a t we wish to answer:
• W hat pa th  geometry is appropriate a t or near the singular configuration for 
retaining joint m otion whilst stopping the end-effector m otion ?
•  How do we re-tim e the m anipulator a t or near the singular configuration so the 
the end-effector stays a t the pick and place site long enough to  perform  the given 
task ?
The first relates to the design of the pa th  locally in the neighbourhood of the singularity 
and so is a  question involving kinem atics, and the second to the tim ing of the traversal 
of the pa th  which is a question of dynamics.
6.4.1 In stantan eou s K inem atics at th e  Singularity
In th is section, we assume th a t constraint 2 is active and we seek to  define an appro­
priate  local joint pa th  geometry satisfying both  constraints 1 and 2.
To satisfy constraint 1, the joint pa th  m ust be tangent to the null space of J  a t q*. 
However, there are infinitely many such paths, and some will lead to  lower tim e-optim al 
cycle tim es th an  others. To account for this, we choose to  define the local jo int pa th  
based on the following assum ption:
•  The true  tim e-optim al joint tra jecto ry  will locally minimise the ratio  of the end- 
effector displacement to  the joint velocity.
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Such a trajectory will tend to maximise the robot’s kinetic energy at q* subject to 
constraint 2 which limits movement of the end-effector.
The following derivation defines differential constraints on the joint path that bring 
the end-effector velocity to zero at the singularity and tend to minimise the end-effector 
motion in the neighbourhood of the singularity no matter how fast the joint path is 
traversed.
Let x(t) represent the end-effector position as a function of time. Let t* represent 
the time at the pick and place site. A Taylor series expansion of x(t*) about t* gives
x(t* + At) =  x(t*) +  x(t*)At +  l* ( t* )A t2 \  x  +  ... (6.10)
2 6
Now the end-effector will be stationary at x(£*) if x(t*) =  0. Furthermore, min­
imisation of higher order derivatives, in the order x(t*),x (t will ensure that the 
end-effector remains in the neighbourhood of x(t*) for a longer period.
Let q(s) represent the joint path and q(s(t)) represent the timed joint path, or 
joint trajectory. Furthermore, let the joint path include a singular configuration q(f*) 
at s = s* and let the pick and place site x(t*) be the end-effector position corresponding 
to q(t*).
Differentiation of the kinematic map x(t) =  f(q (s(f))) using the chain rule provides 
the following expressions:
x(t*) =  Jq 's  |,=„.,(=r (6.11)
x(t*) =  (Jq ') 's2 + J q 's  I»=«•,<=!• (6.12)
x  (1*) =  (Jq ')"s3 + 3(Jq ')'ss +  J q ' s |J=5.,t=t. (6.13)
Because J  =  J  (q) is singular we can choose
q'(t*) G null{J}. (6.14)
This makes Jq ' =  0, ensuring that the last term on the right side of each of equations 
(6.11)-(6.13) is equal to zero regardless of the path timing, s(t). Most importantly, it 
forces the end-effector velocity x(t*) to equal zero.
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The end-effector acceleration, x(i*), and jerk, x (i*), can be minimised by choosing 
the path q(s) to minimise (Jq')' and (Jq')". Expansion of these terms
(Jq7)7= J 7q7+Jq" (6.15)
(Jq7)77 =  J ,7q7 +  2J,q,/ -I- Jq777 (6.16)
reveal that in general there are no solutions for q"(t*) and q777 (t*) that can force (Jq7)7 
and (Jq7)77 to zero because the rank of J is not full. However these terms can be 
minimised by choosing q77(t*) and qm(t*) as follows:
q " (t* )= J+(-J'q') |s=s. (6.17)
q '" ( f )  =  J +(-J"q' -  2J'q") |,=,. .(6.18)
Here, J + represents the pseudo-inverse of J.
For any given path timing s(t), these solutions sequentially minimise x(£*), x(f*), 
and x (t*). These solutions also ensure that (Jq')' and (Jq')" be in the the complement 
to the image space of J, which means x(t*) and x (<*) will lie in the the complement 
to the image space of J |s=5*, regardless of path timing.
Similar equations for q7777(t*), q"'"(t*), ..., can be derived in the same way. Each 
one ensures that another derivative of x(t) is minimised and lies in the complement to 
the image space of J evaluated at the singular configuration.
The geometric interpretation of this can be derived using the picture in Figure 6.7. 
By ensuring that x = 0 and sequentially minimising the higher order derivatives of 
x, we are pushing the variation x(t* +  At) — x(t*) into the complement to the image 
space of J(q), c.f. equation (6.10). This can viewed as forcing the end-effector path to 
approach the pick and place site along increasingly higher order cusps, whose limiting 
case, when an infinite number of derivatives of x have been minimised, is the infinite 
order cusp colinear with the complement to the image space of J(q). Our example 
of § 6.2 is such a case, where by design q ^ ( s) \ s = = l,...,oo  all belong to the 
complement to the image space of J(q*).
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Image Space of J  (q)
Complement to Image 
Space of J  (q)
Figure 6.7: Local P a th  Kinematics - Sequential M inim isation of Derivatives of x(t*)
6.4 .2  Local T im ing C onstraints
Although the p a th  constraints developed in the  previous section a ttem p t to  ensure 
th a t  the end-effector velocity will tend  to  rem ain in the neighbourhood of the  pick and 
place site, irrespective of the pa th  tim ing, there is no guarantee th a t the  end-effector 
will rem ain a t th a t site long enough to perform the pick or place operation. In many 
applications the end-effector need only be stationary  for a m om ent, e.g. the  tim e it 
takes to open a pneum atic gripper. However, th is moment m ust be guaranteed.
In this section, we derive constraints th a t a ttem p t to  ensure th a t the end-effector 
rem ains w ithin a specified neighbourhood || A x|| <  e of x(t*) for a  chosen tim e duration 
T  (i.e. satisfies constraint 2).
Because we have chosen to make x(t*) =  0, and assuming th a t A x  is small, the 
Taylor series expansion about x(t*), (6.10), will be dom inated by the quadratic  term  
in A t, and so
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Ax «  ^x( t* )At2. (6.19)
Using this term to approximate the series we find that 
||Ax|| < e for At G
ii*(f)irvii*(**)ii
Thus, if approximation (6.19) is valid, then
T  “  1  l | x ( t * ) l l
which implies that ||Ax|| < e for duration T  if
i i * ( t * ) l i  <  f | . ( 6 .20)
We will now translate constraint (6.20) into an equivalent constraint on the path 
timing.
If the instantaneous joint path kinematics are chosen to respect the constraints 
derived in § 6.4.1, then equations (6.12)-(6.18) provide the following expressions
x(£*) = a s 2(t*) ( 6 .21)
x(t* ) =  ß s3{t*) + 3as{t*)s{t*) (6 .22)
where
a  = (I -  JJ+)J,q/ 
ß  =  (I -  JJ+)(J"q' + 2J'q")
Here a  and ß  are vectors that lie in the complement to the image space of J. 
Substitution of (6.21) into (6.20) provides the following constraint on s(t*):
8e
n n  < |a||T2- (6.23)
This constraint attempts to ensure that ||Ax|| < e for a duration T. However, it is
valid only for e and T  small enough to ensure that the approximation (6.19) is valid.
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For cases when higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion are significant, 
it is possible to choose higher derivatives of s(t) to eliminate them or lessen their 
magnitudes.
For example, if J has a rank deficiency of 1, then a and ß  will be colinear and the 
following choice of s(t*) will ensure that x (£*) =  0:
s 2
s = —  where a = 7/3. (6.24)
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Otherwise s can be chosen to minimise x (t*) using the following equation which ensures 
orthogonality between x(t*) and x (t*):
S = - a + ß ( j ) .
6.5 Exam ple R evisited
We now show how the theory in § 6.4.2 can be applied to the examples in § 6.2 to 
ensure that the end-point remains at the singular site long enough to perform the task, 
in this case, to open the gripper.
From experimentation we have determined that the pneumatic gripper takes ss 
100ms to open. We choose to ignore the timing delay since this is ä: 1ms. Thus we 
take T  =  100ms. We choose e = 3m m  to correspond to the robot’s repeatability.
Using these values and the robot kinematics at point B *, inequality (6.23) provides 
the velocity constraint s(t*) < 1.3848 and equation (6.24) the acceleration constraint 
s =  0.
Figure 6.3 reveals that the unconstrained trajectory does not exceed this path ve­
locity constraint. In fact, the end-effector stays within the 3mm-neighbourhood for 
~  150ms which is more than the 100ms required. Thus constraint 2 is inactive.
If we consider the case with an increased voltage limit, Figure 6.5, the uncon­
strained trajectory clearly exceeds the path velocity constraint. Using the same shoot­
ing method as before, we recompute the time-optimal trajectory with the path velocity
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constraint, applied at s = s* = 0, and the acceleration constraint, applied over the inter­
val s E [— s(t*)^] = [—0.0692,0.0692]. Figure 6.8 compares the unconstrained 
trajectory with the new constrained trajectory.
Admissible region A
Figure 6.8: Phase Plane Trajectories
Postmortem analysis shows that without the constraints the end-effector remains 
within the requisite 3mm of B* for only 75ms. However, with the constraints, the 
end-effector stays within the requisite 3mm of B* for 100ms, as predicted. The cycle 
time increases from 1.517s to 1.574s, but is still 19% faster than using the neighbouring 
regular site B, and is as fast as a regular site B  that is 12% closer to A than is B *.
6 .6  P ra c tic a l C o n sid era tio n s
Our approach to the problem has been theoretical, with subsequent testing of the theory 
through simulation. However, the theory does not consider some more practical aspects 
of the problem which would be apparent in a real set-up, and which would need to be 
accounted for in the design of any control strategy.
One such example is in the forces that will be exerted on an object by the end- 
effector as it moves towards gripping the object. (Remember that the end-effector is
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moving in the vicinity of the pick and place site, stopping only instantaneously at the 
site itself.) The question might then be How large can the contact force be so that 
the object is not damaged ? Another similar consideration is what happens when the 
end-effector releases an object. In this case the object may have some velocity. The 
question might then be What is the maximum velocity that the object can have so that 
it remains within the desired drop region ? In both of these cases, the motion of the 
end-effector might introduce rotations in the object which might result in the object 
falling on release.
One obvious way to address the problem of keeping the end-effector at the pick 
and place site for long enough to perform the task would be to use a manipulator 
which possesses an extra degree-of-freedom. This degree of redundancy might then be 
utilised to allow the end-effector to dwell at the pick and place site for an arbitrarily 
long period. However, in this case, the pick and place site would not be located at a 
singular configuration, and an alternative formulation of the problem would need to be 
considered.
Our solution considers minimising higher order derivatives until the dwell time 
constraint is satisfied. The number of minimisations that we perform is subjective 
in the sense that once the constraint is met, continuing the minimisation procedure 
will not subsequently cause violation of the constraint. However, there might be good 
reason to continue the minimisation process if the optimality criteria is not purely 
minimum-time. For example if the energy expended or power dissipated in achieving 
the task is an issue, then there might be paths based on higher order minimisation 
which will yield a more conservative energy/power with little or no cost in time.
6 .7  C o n clu sio n s
We have proposed a new idea that singular configurations may be good sites for pick 
and place operations because the end-effector velocity can be brought to zero without 
stopping the manipulator. We have shown that cycle times can be reduced compared
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to  using nearby regular configurations. Simulations suggest th a t the saving in tim e is 
m odest for our SCARA industrial robot arm , bu t may be more dram atic for robots 
th a t have slower rates of acceleration relative to their maximum  speed. Because the 
pick or place operation has to be done “on the fly” , we have developed a m ethod which 
guarantees th a t the end-effector remains within a given neighbourhood of the desired 
site for a given am ount of tim e. Simulations show th a t this m ethod is accurate.
Chapter 7
C onclusions
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have considered three problems relating to the  tim e-optim al m otion 
control of robot m anipulators:
1. Trajectory Planning using Dynamic Program ming.
2. Robust Tim e-Optim al P a th  Tracking Control.
3. Fast Pick and Place a t Kinematic Singularities.
There follows a sum m ary of the results and conclusions for each of these problems.
T rajectory P lann in g  using D ynam ic Program m ing
In th is work, we investigated the use of dynamic program m ing to  determ ine time- 
optim al trajectories for robotic pa th  tracking applications. O ur approach differed to 
previous dynamic program ming approaches to th is problem  in th a t we solved num eri­
cally the  continuous optim al-control problem specified by the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman 
partial differential equation of dynamic program m ing using finite difference Markov 
chain type approxim ations. Our desire was to  evaluate the  applicability of the  resu lt­
ing solutions to a  real m anipulator and to analyse issues relating to the convergence of 
th is approach.
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We conclude as follows:
• We have dem onstrated th a t dynamic program m ing is com putationally feasible for 
th is problem.
• We have applied solutions of the dynamic program m ing algorithm  to a real 
SCARA m anipulator with good results - the m anipulator tracks the solution 
trajectories closely and exhibits no undesirable behaviour.
• We have shown th a t the rate  of convergence of the numerical scheme is consistent 
w ith th a t predicted by theory.
• We have found th a t the minimum -time end-point (target) constraint imposes 
severe lim itation regarding the rate  of convergence and com putational speed of 
the  dynamic program ming algorithm  (in particular, commonly used acceleration 
m ethods do not work).
• The PM P based shooting m ethod is superior to dynamic program ming when 
applied to  the  standard  m inimum -time criteria, and is the m ethod of choice.
• The dynamic program ming algorithm  can easily be modified to  handle more gen­
eral optim isation criteria, in which case the advantages of the PM P approach 
diminish (because the optim al control is no longer bang-bang in general, and a 
two-point boundary value problem needs to  be solved).
Robust Time-Optimal Path Tracking Control
In this work, our goal was to provide a system atic way of controlling industrial robots 
to  achieve accurate and tim e-optim al tracking of specified paths. The m ajor issue th a t 
we addressed was to take previously developed theory and to  develop ways of m aking 
it practical, to apply to real industrial robots. In particular, our focus has been to 
address the issue of how a user specified tracking tolerance can be achieved in spite of 
unm odelled dynamics.
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To this end, we have developed three major results:
• Based on representing modelling errors as disturbances in joint accelerations, we 
have developed a theory for relating these disturbances to the performance of 
robots under computed-torque control. The theory links the acceleration distur­
bances to the controller tuning, the tracking errors, and the compensation torques. 
Experimental results confirmed that the theory works well in practice.
• We have used this theory in a predictive way to provide a method for planning 
trajectories which are robust to modelling disturbances. The method involves 
identifying the disturbances using a trajectory close to the time-optimal trajectory 
being sought. The theory is then used to predict the compensation torques that 
need to be held on reserve during trajectory planning, and the controller gains that 
are required to reject the expected levels of disturbance to a specified tolerance. 
Experiments have shown that if trajectories are planned and the controllers tuned 
in this way, then the robot performs near time-optimal tracking of the path, 
accurate to the specified tracking tolerance.
• We have extended this method to a less conservative closed-loop architecture for 
on-line trajectory generation. We proposed a feedback law for setting the refer­
ence path acceleration such that path tracking is nearly time-optimal, robustly 
controllable, and accurate to a prescribed tolerance. Experimental results have 
demonstrated that the tracking times are reduced compared to the first approach 
while the tracking accuracy and robustness remain approximately the same.
Fast P ick  and P lace at K inem atic S ingularities
In this work, we investigated a new idea; that singular configurations might be good 
sites with respect to reducing cycle times of pick and place operations.
• We have shown that cycle times of pick and place operations can be reduced by 
placing the pick and place sites at singular configurations, compared to nearby
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regular configurations.
• We have developed a m ethod which guarantees th a t the end-effector remains 
w ithin a given neighbourhood of the pick and place site for a given am ount of 
tim e - long enough to  perform  the pick or place task. Simulations show th a t this 
m ethod is accurate.
7.2 Further Research
In this section, we discuss some open problems related to  the work in th is thesis. 
There are issues relating to  the practical im plem entation of our schemes which might 
be viewed as open problems, for example the pa th  is normally specified as a series of 
splines and not as a param eterised function, and tracking tolerances would normally 
be specified in the task space and not in the jo in t space. However, it is not in doubt 
th a t such problems are relatively straightforw ard to solve. In this respect, they do not 
constitu te “open” problems for research.
Som e open  research problem s th a t we have identified  include:
• In our work on the dynamic program ming solution to the optim al pa th  tim ing 
problem, we found th a t acceleration m ethods commonly used to  speed up the 
rate  of convergence and com putational speed of the dynamic program m ing algo­
rithm  did not work. This was due to the target constraint. Given th a t it is not 
unusual to have target states defined in optim al control problems, given the large 
overheads required to compute accurate solutions, and given th a t acceleration 
m ethods improve the rate  of convergence by an order of m agnitude, it would be 
of interest to  investigate whether this could be overcome.
• Tim e-optim al solutions are not kind to robot m anipulators. This was no more 
clearly dem onstrated than  in our experim ents in C hapter 4 where repeated ap­
plication of m inimum -time trajectories caused substantial backlash to  develop. 
Ways need to be considered of making tim e-optim al trajectories more kind to
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robot m anipulators.
• The joints of our m anipulator are equipped with high resolution encoders (360,000 
counts per revolution). However, it is not unusual for m anipulators to be m an­
ufactured with encoders possessing a resolution an order of m agnitude less than  
th is (high resolution encoders are relatively expensive). In such cases, the levels 
of noise introduced by taking numerical derivatives of the joint m easurem ents 
would be significantly increased, and there there would be no guarantee th a t the 
theory presented in C hapter 3 would predict accurately. Also, it is possible th a t 
we would have to implement filters when estim ating the jo in t velocities for use 
on-line in order to prevent instabilities occuring. The theory takes no account of 
filters. One interesting question is How much resolution is needed to circumvent 
the use of filters ? Another, which is related more to economic considerations, 
is Is there a case for designing robots with higher resolution encoders to achieve 
results using theories such as that developed here ?
• The theory in C hapter 3 assumes rigid-body dynamics. In practice, this is not the 
case. For example, flexibilities may be present in harm onic drives on the actuators 
an d /o r in light links. In these cases, the end-effector position calculated through 
the kinem atic model using the encoder m easurem ents does not necessarily equate 
to  the actual end-effector position and prediction of the tracking may be difficult. 
This is also true if backlash effects are present. It would be valuable to  develop 
the theory to account for such effects.
• W hen considering if singular configurations might be good sites for pick and 
place operations, we recognised the need to  slow down a t the pick and place 
for long enough for the pick or place task to occur. However, there were other 
practical aspects th a t we did not consider, for example, the forces th a t would be 
exerted on an object when it is grasped or released. The validity of our approach 
was dem onstrated in simulation. However, in order to apply the ideas to  real 
m anipulators successfully, it is likely th a t practical issues such as these would
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first need to be addressed. (A more detailed discussion of these issues appears in 
§ 6.6 of C hapter 6.)
A ppendix A
E xperim ental System
The experimental work in Chapters 2 through 6 is performed or based on a 4 degree- 
of-freedom SCARA manipulator that we have in our laboratory, Figure A.l.
Figure A.l: 4 Degree-of-Freedom SCARA Robot
The joints are driven by current controlled DC motors through harmonic drive 
reduction units. Control is implemented on VME-bus based hardware, with a 300JTz
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servo rate  and sample period variations of approxim ately ±5% . The robot is equipped 
w ith encoders having 360,000 encoder counts per revolution. The system  configuration 
is displayed in Figure A.2.
Sun W orkstation
Network (E thernet)
VME Board 
(VX Works)
A A A A RS422RS422
Joint
Controller 
joint 1
Joint
Controller 
joint 4Similarly for joints 2 and 3
C urrent AmplifierC urrent Amplifier
Joint M otorJoint M otor
encoderencoder
Figure A.2: Experim ental System Configuration
For simplicity, and in all our experim ental work, we restrict the m otion to  be p lanar,
driven by only the first and second joint motors.
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The general model for the planar dynamics of the SCARA is
M(q)q +  v(q,q) +  d(q) =  r ,  (A.l)
where the mass m atrix , coriolis-centrifugal and friction vectors are
M(q) Jill + 911 cos(q2) -f f n  s'm(q2) ^12 + 912 cos(q2) +  /12  sin(q2)
J121 +  921 cos (q2) +  /21  sin(g2) h22 (A.2)
v(q,q)
V\sqiq2 sin (q2) + w iaq% sin(g2) +  v \cqiq2 cos(q2) +  w \cql cos(q2) 
v2sqi sin(q2) +  w2cq\ cos(q2) (A.3)
and
d(q)
respectively, and where
flp q t + bipqiqi + } \nq\ + binqiqx 
f 2pq2 + b2pq2q2 + f 2nq2 + b2nq2q2 (A-4)
<li
1 9i > 0 
0 <i , <0  ’ qi
0 qi > 0
1 « < 0  *
Note th a t the model includes all rigid body inertial effects, th a t the friction is modelled 
for each joint independently with coulomb and viscous term s, and th a t the  model 
contains no gravity term s.
Software to  identify the model param eters was developed by Paul Logothetis based 
on a m ethod of least squares param eter identification [45].
The torque lim its for th is robot are due to  current and voltage lim its, and are given
by
/ . \  1 ■ Kviim K  .r(q) =  max { - K i hm, ----- -----------— q
T(q) min ^ “t"
Kviim
R
(A.5)
where inm and vnm represent the limits on the current and voltage, and where K  = 
51.57iVmA_1 is the m otor constant and R = 2.7fi is the resistance of the motors.
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